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A study based on Piaget's theory was carried out with Nigerian 
children to examine the validity of certain aspects of the theory and 
the. relevance to Nigerian education.

Piaget' smeary of cognitive development, and particularly, the 
number concept,was discussed. It was noted that Piaget's main aim 
is-to discover characteristics of mental strOctxires in different
stages of development. Also, for Piaget, nianber concept is another 
.aspect of logical thinking, thus, the develojaaental stages are the same 
for logical thinking and number concepts,. The logical abilities of
seriation and classification are said to be essential for a' true under

standing of number.
The present study employed a standardized interview schedule'based 

•on Piaget’s tasks to investigate four questions. The first question 
related to Piaget's contention that conservation, seriation and classi

fication.develop concurrently. The second examined the relationship
of the development of number concepts to intelligence, as measured by
the Goodenough-H^rris Drawing Test. Another question was raised to 
examine the performances of children from modern and traditional homes. 
Also, a question was included to examine the effect of sex differences 
on the_development of number concepts.

The subjects were pupils of seven primary schpols, which were
classified into three categories on the basis of whether their student
population came from the more modern or the more traditional sectors 
of the Ibadan community. Information collected by means of personal 
data sheets was used for initial screening. Finally, 110 of those
children, who spoke Yoruba as their mother tongue, were selected from
modern and traditional homes, defined on the basis of the educdtional



level of the mother.
An interview schedule, consisting of nine conservation, seriation 

and classification tasks, was used to investigate the questions. Inter

views were conducted in the schools, -Data' were analyzed on the basis 
of patterns of performance. .

The results of the study upheld Piaget's theory generally. The

contention that seriation, conservation and classification develop
simultaneously, was only partially supported. There was slight 
relationship between intelligence ^and the performance on nxunber tasks. 
The -children from modern homes performed better than their traditional
counterparts. Slight sex differences were noted.

These results were discussed iA relation to the roles of experience 
and maturation. The children's explanations were also examined. Impli

cations of the findings for education and research were discussed.
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I—PROBISM .;ND BACKGROUHD

There have "been fev psychological studies in Africa and much of

the research^has been concerned v’ith the question of hov and why 
Africans axe different from other peoples. As Doob^ has pointed out, 
the main approach has been a sequential one, "under condition A,

Africans do B; IJuropeans under the sane condition, do or do not do B-" 
Greenfield^ too has comnented^on hov Piaget's research that has been 
extended to nomfestern cultures tends to focus on the "tine ’lag* in 
the development of 'foreign' children in contrast to children in 
Geneva or Pittsburgh or London," Two of the difficulties that research-

I

ers in Africa have to encounter are the inability to find ccmparable
samples of Africans ^-vhich to base the cross-cultmal generalizations
and the confounding societal and environmental differences among groups. 

Some researchers, starting with the premise that the Aftrican 
peoples are in a stage of transition, have tried to follow and 

- ' delineate the differences between groups at different stages of
transition. This has partly been brought about by the very urgent
questions and problems that educationists and planners for the
African countries are facing. Increasingly, African countries are

/

E^nar1 d W, Doob, Psychology. In Robert A. Lystad, (Ed.), 
The African world; a survey of social research. Hew Yorki 
Frederick A. Praeger, Publishers, 1965* 374-375.

^ Patricia M. Greenfield, On cultiire and conservation. In 
Jerome S. Bruner et al. \ Studies in cognitive growth. Hew York: 
John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1966. p. 226.
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participating in international affairs. This involvement confronts 
then with two issues. The first relates to the need for understand

ing and appreciating western and other civilizations which they en

counter in their dealing with the outside TOrld. ’ The second concern 
relates to how the pattern of developnent, set in motion by the con

frontation of European and African cultures in the colonial era, can 
be adequately channeled. The desirable goal'is an integration of the 
two cultures without undue loss to the African's heritage,

A quotation from a policy paper of the Western Region of Nigeria
underscores the African's wish to understand advances that have been
made in the scientific field.

...knowledge of the material universe and of the 
application of this knowledge is the clear difference 
between our indigenous cultures and European civiliza
tion. If true progress is to be made, we must start 
with elementary Iniowledge of things above us, around 
us and belcn/ us and follow with a study of matter. We 
may then endeavour to apply those properties known so 
that life for us may be pleasanter. The science of 
food ’.d.11 then have a meaning and a dish of peas for 
twins win not be given as a superstitious prescription 
but a dietetic necessity. Aeroplanes and cars will be
come ingenious applications of the motor end not the 
mental excretions of super-men. No superstition will 
attach to photographic images, and people idll buy and 
make photographic camera's and films knowing fully well 
that they are applying the principle that silver salts 
are affected by light.^
Thus, it is necessary that the African children study "foreign"

concepts./ The question of how intrinsically different the African is

1 Extract from the Ministry of Education, Western Region, Nigeria, 
Proposals for on education policy for the Western Region, Nigeria^
In L. G. Cowanj .J. O'Connell & D. G. Scanlon (Eds.), Education and 
nation building in Africa. New York; Frederick A. Praeger, Publish-
ers. 19b5. 15b. V
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from other peoples is investigated alongside the in5)ortant Issue qt 
'how test he can be made to learn the necessary concepts with a miniimim 
of wastage and strain.

Studies have provided s^e evidence that schooling and the nature , 
of the- environment -within a given culture are significant factors 
influencing African children's thinking. GrJenfield^ foiind that the. 
thinking of Senegalese ‘school children was more similar to that of 
American children than to the thinking of their unschooled counterparts - 
frcm the sane country. Hov^jer, Price-Williams^ reported a contrary 
finding in his study of Tiv children's classification abilities. 
Commenting on this finding, Kellaghan^ argues that the nature of the 
school is important and-therefore, the experiences of the Tiv children
in a "bush school" may not be much different from those of their un-

. Studying children in Ghana, Jahoda^ found thatschooled counterparts, 
urban and rural environments influenced the development of abstract 
thinking. Ifcre recently, Abiola^ reported that the nature of the home

1 Patricia M. Greenfield, On culture and conservation. In Jerome 
S. Bruner et al. Studies in cognitive gro^^th.’ Hew York:. John Wiley 
& Sons, Inc., 1966. Pp. 225-256.

2 D. R. Price-VJillians, Abstract and concrete modes of clas'^ifica- 
tion in a primitive society. Brit. J. educ. Psychol., I962, 32,
Ip. 50-61.

3 T. Kellaghan, Psychological research in West Africa. Paper 
read to -fhe British Psychological Society at the Royal Irish Academy, 
Buhlin, , 1962.

Hcustav Jahcda, Assessment of abstract behavior in a non-Westem 
culture. J. abnorn. soc. Psychol., 1956, 53, Pp» 237-243.

5 E. T. Abiola, ^e nature of intelleptual development in.Higeri- 
Teacher Education, 1965» 6, Pp. 37-57.an children.

V.
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from which preschool Nigerian children come is related to the develop

ment of conceptual'processes.
These findings seem to point to the fact that a change in young

children’s thinking results when stimulation, different from those pro

vided in the traditional culture, ere introduced in an urban, school
In the traditional culture, answ’ers are alreadyor home environment.

provided to explain strange phenomena that children usually encounter. 
Folk tales, the verdict of elders and other acceptable traditional be- • 
liefs provided commonsense and sometimes mythical explanations. Now, 
>rith increased modernization, other types of explanations and abilities 
are required. The present study was an attempt to investigate the
effect of different environments on the development of certain abilities
in a section of Nigerian elementary school children.

Recent psychological studies in Africa, particularly those in 
cognitive development, reflect the increased attention given to the the

ories of Piaget. Before outlining the main theoretical formulations of 
Piaget, certain aspects of his work that have much relevance to the 

'• - study of the African child are discussed.
For Piaget.,, the more mature forms of thinking are those that en

compass acquired knowledge, especially in the scientific fields. He 
has studied categories of established science, such as those of space, 
time, caus^ity, number and logical classes as they develop in the 
child. Since the children in Africa are increasingly being expected to 
leexn these concepts, albeit at different levels, it is pedagogically 
useful to evaluate their thinking along the lines sugge'sted by Piaget,
In spite of variations in research technicjues and materials, Piaget's
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^ere they havetheories seea to be upheld in non-western countries 
been used. (Jehodaj^ Hyde;^ Price-V7illiams.^) That these techniques
are validly and easily adaptable is advantageous for educational and 
psychological researchers, particularly-since other existing western 
instrunents, such as intelligence tests, are not culture free, and are, 
therefore, unsuitable for use with the yotinger African school children.

Cognitive Development

In Piaget’s theory, cog(Aive development is described in terms of . 
changes in intellectual "structures." These structxires refer to systems 
of intellectual organisations created through the individual’s atter^ 
to give meaning to his world. An intellectual act reflects the ia-

dividual's level of mental organization, at any given moment.

Piaget’s primary aim to uncover characteristics of the organizing pro

cess as they emerge in different stages of development.

It is

There are three main invariant stages in the develOTaent of in

tellectual structures. These are outlined in Several publications of 
Piaget, including The origins of intelligence in children** and other

^ Gustav Jahoda, Child animism: II A study in West Africa, J. 
soc. Psychol., 1956, 47, Pp. 213-222.

^ D. M. Hyde, An investigation of Piaget's theories of the develop
ment of tae concept of number. Unpublished Ph.D. thesis. University of 
London'n,^59.

2 D. R. Price-V7illiams, A study concerning concepts of conservation 
of quantities among urimitive children. Acta Psychologlca, 19ul^ 18,
Pp. 297-305» . ■

^ Jean Piaget, The origins of intelligence in children. 
International ttoiversities ^ New Tork:

ess, Inc., 1952.
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publications by the Geneva psychologists,The, earliest stage of 
involves rr.echRr-isr.s which are reflexive insensori-motor operations

origin but their activities lead to the realisation that objects can 
Then there is another stage of "concrete operations."be peroanent.

This is a period of elaboration and structuration, in which age seven 
At about age seven, the intellectualis an important milestone, 

structure of the child enables him to understa.nd certain basic concepts
But such understanding is not yet separated 
The final stage, which comes during

such as number and space.
from its concrete content, 
adolescent years, is characterized by the ability to engage in thoughts

longer bound to the situation and objects but which nahe 
possible the generation of hypotheses and the deduction of consequences
-that ore no

contingent on them.
The period of concrete operations has been widely studied partly

because the new orientation in thinhing coincides with she novel
This new method of thinkinglearnings and experiences in school, 

about problems, Piaget maijjtw-n^s, is readily observable in, the hand

ling of problems involving n-jnber and class.

1 .J^fn Piar:ct..The -psychology of intelligence. Patterson, New 
Littlefield, Adams i Co., 19^.

^ Barbel Inhelder L Jean Piaget, The Rro^.th of logical thinking 
Kew York; Basic Bocks, 1950.

Jersey:

from childhood to adolescence.
3 Barbel Inhcldcr, Some aspects of Piaget's genetic approach to 

In William I-Cessen £« Cleraentina Kuhlnan C^-ds.), Thought^ ^ 
Monogr. Soc. Res. Child Develpm., 1962, 27, Ko. 2.

cognition 
the youn,^ child.
(Whole Ko. Pp. 19"‘i0.

V
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The Kumber Concept

For Pi^et, a tho^o^Igh grasp of the notion of number develops 
alongside an understanding of other logical abilities, Humber is

To count the number ofregarded as a union of ordering and class, 
elements in a set, in order to arrive at its cardinal value, it is
necessary to disregard the properties that malte then dissimilar and

Thus, when a child is required to countregard each object as a unit, 
the fruits on a table, he has to disregard the perceptual, distinguish

ing characteristics pertaig^ to the orange, the banana and pear and

thinl: of each as a unit of oae fruit. In counting them, he is
classifying and grouping the set of fruits to which he assigns a

So, number has a class con^onent. But, the objects 
To arrive at the correct cardinal value

cardinal number.

so enumerated have an order, 
of the fruits, the child must realize that having counted'the first

or.'-’ise, he cannot regard it as equivalent to other oranges which 
have not yet been counted. ' That orange is different by the treataent,

Thus the objects are arrangedi.e. counting, that he has given it. 
in a series and given an order as he counts onfe first, then another

and another. This is an ordination process.

A similar situation arises when the child is dealing mentally

■v/ith numbers. He has to be able to place "four" in relation to
limbers. It is greater than "three" but less than'"five" and 
t is included in "five." For Piaget then, number has a

other n

also,

peculiar status, "it is at the same time a class and an asynnetrical

reUtion, the units of which it is composed being simultaneously 
added because they ar^ equivalent, aqd seriated because they are
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different one frca another."^ A further elaboration states that, 
"number cannot be reduced to class alone, but is a synthesis of class 
inclusion plus ordering,”^

A study of such a hroadbased concept of number involves Piaget in 
the study of other logical abilities. These abilities according to 
£iaget, develop concurrently. Without an understanding of one, the 
child is handicaxjped in his attempt to deal vdth the other. The 
folloi.'ing secticms describe the nature of the abilities related to an 
understanding of number. 4^

Conservation

Piaget states that prior to age seven, the child's ideas of 
quantity and nunufer are influenced by the appearance and physical 
properties of objects. Understanding tends to be largely dependent 
on perceptual factors. From about age seven onvrards, there is 
evidence that a mew way of thinking has emerged. The child, at this 
stag-, is no longer so dependent on appearances for his judgment.

He c* tends to th-. relations between physical properties of objects 
and betvreen the cbjects themselves.

This change in the thinking of the child can be seen in the 
development of physical concepts, and is reflected in the attainment

^Joan Piaget, The child's conception of number.
Routle^e & Kegam Paul Ltd. 1952. p. Ib4.

2jean Piaget, l-bther structures and the notion of number.
In Richard B. Ripple & Verne N. Rockcastle (Eds.) Piaget .. 
rediscovered; a report of the conference on cognitive studies and 

Ithaca: School of Educ. ,"Cornell Univer.,

London,

curriculxim .development.
l^rdTnW^Tpr39* V

T
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p—of "conservation,” v:hich Piaget considers a "necessary condition for 

mathematical linderstending.”^ Conservation refers to the ability 
to understand that certain properties of objects, e.g. number, area, 
and quantity remain invariant in the face of external transformations. 
For instance, a child who realizes that a given number of beads renains 
the same whether put into e tall, narrow glass or a shallow dish, is 
said to have conserved on that task. The'younger child, who relies 
on perceptual cues, tends to assert that the beads in the tall glass 

because the content^'Jstand higher than in the shallow dish.

He has not grasped the idea that a rearrangement of the two numerlrnlly 
equivalent sets dofes not alter the original number.

- Recording to Piaget, two distinct strategies are manifested by 
the conserving and nonconserving child. The nonconserving child's 
approach entails a "centring" on one dimension of the task at a

Thus, in the example cited, the child focuses on the increased 
height of the glass and forgets the dimension of vridth. Some others 
assert that the number of beads in the shallow dish is more, because

any

are more

time.

they concentrate only on the width of the dish. Shortly before 
attainment of conservation, the children in the transitional stagi^, 
show inconsistent evidence of attention given to both properties. 
"This transition from a single centring to two successive centrings

le beginnings of the operation: once he reasons with respect 
to both/^elations at the same time, the child will in fact deduce
heralds

^jean Piaget, The child's conception of number. london:' 
Koutledge £e Kegan Paul Ltd. 1952. p. 3*
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conservation.”^ Alternatively, the child in the transitional stage
vant to rearrange the objects, and reverse the situation to one 

in which he could more readily accept eoxiivalence, since he still 
needs a perceptual confimation of his judgment.

A conserving child adopts a strategy that coordinates two dimen

sions of the object. He clearly sees that increase in height 
condensates for decrease in vri.dth, and thus, he reasons with both 
properties simultaneously. "Thought is no longer tied to particiilar 
states of the object, but is ob^^ged to follow successive changes with 
all their possible detours and reversals; and it no longer issues from 
a particular viewpoint of the subject, but co-ordinates all the 
different viewpoints in a system of objective reciprocities."^

/ ■'

Cardination

Cardination involves the ability to give true equivalence to 
sets. Pieget studies the development of cardinal values in problems 
requiring the ability to relate sets of objects particularly in a one- 
to-one correspondence. The interest is in the ability of the child 
to eliminate interfering perceptual qualities of the elements in ^ 
maMng the cocdai’isons. Stripped of the physical features of the

1 Jean Piaget, The psychology of intelligence. Patterson, New 
Jersey: Litt?.efield, Adams & Co.', I9b0. p. 131.

2 Je. Piaget, Ifother structures and the notion of number. In 
Richard E/Jlipple & Verne K. Rockcastle (Eds.), Piaget rediscovered: 
a report of the conference on cognitive studies end cxnriculua

Ithael: Schgol of Educ., Cornell Univer., !-!areh, 1964,development.

pTlQ^ ^
3 In this study, no ^section of the interview schedule was devoted 

to only cardination probleks^but tests of conservation and ordination 
involved an understanding of equivalence of sets.
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indi-^dual elements, each is regarded as a unit and compared with 
Mjother xmit in the second set. For instance, a child is requested 
to construct a set of beds equivalent in number to a given set of 
dons. • He must realize that the beds represent separate but equi

valent tmits and natch these \ri.th the units in the set of dolls.

Piaget refers to this as a "non-qualitative type of correspondence

elemenTrndependent ofInhere any element can correspond to any .other 
their qualities.This is'different fi:oB "qualified correspondence"

;jhere an "element is oade^^ correspond vrith another element which 
has similar qualities."^

Again, thete are three levels of difficulty depending on the 
arrangement of objects and the degree to which the children are 

• "provoked" to see the correspondence betv/een elements. The younger 
children, influenced by such physical properties as size and con

figuration, make global coD5>arisons which are numerically inaccurate. 
The older children, who understand the relationship, base their

responses on the numerical quality of the sets, and maintain equi-

There are alsovalence through any rearrangements of the objects, 
children who are inconsistent in their acceptance of equivalence.

Seriation and Ordination

Seriation refers to the ability to build objects into a

ran^ive, asymmetrical sequence. For instance, a'child is given a

^ Jean Piaget, Itotber structures and the notion of nvmber. In 
Richard E. Ripple Verne K. Rockcastle (Eds.) Piaaiet rediscovered; 
a reuort of the conference on cOf-nitive studies and curricxUum 
—— Ithaca: School of Educ,, Cornell Univer., March, 1964.development.
pTfs: V

2 Jean Piaget, Mother structures and the notion of number.
p.38.

A
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set of eight blocks varying in size from the smallest. A, to the 
largest, H. He is required to seriate these. The problem involves
discovering the relationship The younger child,
unable to seriate, groups the small and the large items indiscri

minately. A child using the intuitive strategy, has difficulty in 
conceiving, Piaget believes, both a direct (>) and an inverse (<.) 
relation between objects. For instance, the relationship that b^ck
B is both larger than A and smaller than C is not understood. His

reaction pattern consist^ of^^Jaking conroarisons of tw-objects at 
a time’. Piaget describes the process in an experiment where the 
children vere required to construct a series of sticks frcn one to 
ten. He writes, "the child ?.t the second stage does not immediately
master the whole set of relations necessary for seriation but dis

covers then gradually by dint of empirical trial and error.' Thus, 
he ... begins xri.th 9j 10, 3, then measure 10 and 8 against one 
another, then 9 and B."l ...

Ordination refers to the process of recognizing the positions of 
objects in a series such as that described in the previous paragraph. • 
Piaget discusses an experiment of dolls and sticks in which the
child constructed a series according to the order of magnitude with
the largest doll being assigned the longest walking stick. He then

je child to match a particular stick to a doll after he‘required

disrupted the perceived correspondence.

From their responses, the children could be classified into three 
categories. Some ;;ere deceived by the new configuration, others had

'V
^ Jean Piaget, The child's conception of number. London: 

Houtledge & Kegan Paul Ltd., 1952. p*. 104.
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to rearrange the objects to convince themselves of the correctness 
of their intuitive responses; yet others relied on numerical posi

tioning. These realized that the fourth man ought to have the fourth 
walking stick.

Classification

Piaget discusses the relation between clasg, and number in' 
several sections of The childs conception of number.^ He believes
that notions of class and number develop concurrently.. There are 
tMo aspects of classification that have direct relevance to an under

standing of number, namely, grouping and class inclusion.
Although Piaget discusses, many experiment? on classes, only the 

ones on class inclusion are described here. Directly related to 
number is the notion of "additive cos^josition of classes.". This re

fers to a part-whole''relationship of sets. To understand number, 
the child is expected to know that if A + A' = B, the reciprocal • 
relationships, B>A and 3>A', must follow logically. A typical — 
e!5>eriment presented the child v/lth brevm and %;hite, vcoden beads.
The brown beads were obviously more in nuedfer than the white ones.
In a series of questions, the investigator tried to find out whether 
the child understood that a string of \raoden beads would be longer 
than a string of brovm beads.

Thy responses fall into three stages again. The main problem 
of the younger child is that, while he centers his attention on the 
class of brovm beads,'he loses sight of the total class of wooden 
beads, end .so, tends to compare only the class of brown beads with

^ Jean Piaget, The child*s conception of number. London: 
Routledge & Kegan Paul Ltd., 1952.
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the coii5)lementfery class of white heads, "The difficulty is that hy

centring Sn A, he destroys the whole, B, so that part A can no longer 
be con5)ared with the other part A'. So there is again non-conserra- 
tion of the whole for lack of tiobility iu the successive centralisa

tions of thought."^ The older children who understand, have no dif

ficulty in nainteining the different aspects of the relationships in 
their minds.

Sumoa^y
A

In Piaget’s theory, then, the development of conservation and 
of the related abilities discussed, is essential to the attainnent
of rational thought. There are generally three stages in the deve

lopment of these abilities. There is the stage when the child is
still intuitive but groping for a method, and there is the operation

al stage, when the child fully grasps the relationships that exist
between aspects of the problem posed. From about age seven, the 
children ibegin to consider these relationships in a systematic man

ner and discard the dependence on situational, perceptual features.
Such changes mcnifest the structures of concrete operations, Ths

general trend is from one of uncoordinated perceptions to a more com

plex, flexible but coherent system.

Related Studies

Piaget’s studies concerning the development of number concepts 
vjlll be briefly reviewed. A selected number of other studies is also

^ Jean Piggot,\The psychology of intelligence. Patterson, Hew 
Jersey: Littlefield Adams St Co., 1^^ p.l33»
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discussed. Most ,of these studies are concerned with validating 
Piaget's findings on the sequence'* &f stages. Some investigators

have tried to find the relationship of Piaget's tasks with other

measures of intellectual ability. Other researchers have focused

their attention on factors that influence the development of the 
concepts that Piaget proposes. For e.'ceji^le, they have considered

the roles of environment and e:^erlence.

•*aiaffet^'s StiMies

■^e development of number and related 
abilities are comprehensively described in She child's conception 
of number^ although several accounts are to be found elsewhere..^

Piaget's studies of

Many protocols and theoretical discussions are provided on conser

vation, the formation of ordered series, and logical and arithme

tical aspects of class. The researches are descriptive and there 
are hardly any quantitative analyses of the data. But, in all the 
discussions, the children's responses are related to Piaget's stage 
model of intellectual development. Many children are interviewed, 
but the exact wording of questions varies from'one child to another, 
even thoiagh the investigator adheres to a definite set of concrete

tasks.

The children in Piaget's sar^sle provide sufficcnt evidence to 
conclude that his "results do, in fact, show that number is orgn-

^1
Jean Piaget, The child's conception of n’-imber. London:

Eoutledge & Kegan Paul, 1952.

^ Jean Piaget & B^bel Inhelder, Le developpement des quantit^s ^ 
Chez 1'enfant. IleucJjatel: Delachaux et Hiestl^, 1941
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nised, stage after stage, in close connection with the gradual ela- 
horation of systems of inclusions (hierachy of logical classes) and 
systems of asymmetrical relations (quantitative seriations), the ; 
quence of numhers thus resxilting from an op^ational synthesis of 
classification and seriatioid."^ From his reports, there are age 
levels during which the different stages emerge, but he allows for 
variations of ages at *.?hich-these concepts are attained. However, 
the selection of protocols from a narrow age range gives the im

pression that the ages at wMjih the stages appear are as fixed as - 
stage sequences.

se-

Other Studies
Many studies have been carried out to validate Piaget’s stage

sequence theory. Standardized interview schedules have teen used
‘in a large number of these studies. They are considered to be an
improvement on Piaget’s 'clinical' method of interviewing, in which
the responses of subjects determine the nature of subsequent ques

tioning. Only a selected number of studies ere revievred since a
coEgJrehensive review of studies based on Piaget’s‘researches can 

2
be found in FlaveLl's accomts.

Validation Studies
Ini investigation of Canadian children’s thinking,

^"^an Piaget, The child's conception of number, p. vlii,
^ John H. Flavell, The developmental psycholo/y of Jean 

Piaget. Princeton: D. Van Nostrand, 1963*. '

V
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Dodwell^ used severdl of Piaget’s nuhber tasks. His subjects were 
five to eight year old children. The results, particularly in the 
conservation tasks, confirmed Piaget’s three stages. However, the 
stages in the seriation and ordination tasks did not always correspond
irLth that attained on the conservation task. This finding led to a
further exploration of the interrelationship of Piaget’s number 

2
tasks. The taslis lent themselves to an ordering in the nature of a 
"quasi-scale." Dodwell concludes that "v/hilst Piaget is on the whole

correct in his description of ^e child's understanding of number, 
the pattern of development is neither as neat, nor as rigid, as he

Pursuing the consistency of abilities stillvrould hav^ us believe."^

further, Dodwell^ conducted another study, 
a low correlation between the number and classification tasks he 
offers an explanation that, whereas children receive instructioi^in 
the area of number, they receive little specific instruction on the

He found that there was

¥
hierachy of classes,

Slkind5 studied 80 American children in the four to seven years

^ P. C. Do*rell, Children's understanding of number and related 
concepts. Canad. J. Psychol., I960, l4, Pp. 19I-205.

^ P. C. Dodviell, Children's unders 
characteristics of an individual and o_
Psychol., 1961, 15, ?p. 29-36.

3 p. cl Dodwsll, Canad J. Psychol., 196I, I5, p. 35-
^ P./C. Dodwell, Relations between the understanding of the 

logic of classes and of cardinal number in children. Canad. J. Psychol.,
1962, 16, pp. 152-160.

^ D, Elkind, The development of quantitative thinking: a sys
tematic repliqation of Piaget’s studies. J. genet. Psychol., I96I,
9a, Pp. 37-^6.

standing of nxaaber concepts; 
f a group test. Canad; J,

N
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- age range. He fovmd fhat age is important in understanding quantity, 

and that gross one-to-one correspondence was easier than dealing with 
conservation of continuous (liquid) quantity. Ke, thus, concludes

that the nature of the task is important in determining the particular

stage in which the child falls; and that his overall resiats agree

with Piaget’s stages.

A non-verhal study of Piaget's number experiments wan carried out 
by WohlwiU.^ His subjects were four to seven year old children in
kindergartens and primary schools in Geneva. The responses of these

*
subjects could be classified into three main categories: a precon- 
ceptuai, an intermediary, and a final stage which represented number 
concept in the abstract. These stages correspond with rtteget's 
categories.

Estes^ carried oht one of the first validation studies with a
group of 52 American children in the four to six years age range. She 
states that no stages vrere found in the development of number concept, 
and that, if children could count, they eilso possessed the types of 
abilities measured by a selection of Piaget's numher tasks. DodweH^ 
has commented on the results of this study, and suggests a possible

misinterpretation of the aim of Piaget’s research.

^ J/ F. Wohlvill, A study of the development of the number concept 
J. genet. Psychol., i960, 97, Pp. 345-377.

2 Betsy W, Estes, Some mathematical and logical concepts in 
children. J. genet. Psychol., 1956, 88, I^. 819-222.

^ P. C. Dodwell, Children's xinderstanding of number and related 
concepts. Canad. J. Psychol., I96O, l4, p. 203.

am etnalysis.by sea
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From Britain, there are reports of confirming studies, some of 

i.'hich have heen conducted vith mentally handicapped persons, liannix^ 
studied the number ability of educationally subnormal children. In
spite of individual differences, he found that Piaget was generally
correct in his description of the types of responses children give.

2
Uoodv.*ard‘^ used tasks based on Piaget's researches to study 9^ 
mentally subnormal preadolescents and adxilts. She reports that res

ponses on three of the four tasks used could be classified according 
to Piaget's stages. The responses of the subjects v/ere similar to 
those reported for children aged four to seven years. Hood^ studied 
a mixed group of normal (aged four to eight years), educationally sxib- 
normal (aged 10 to 15 years) and mentally retarded (aged 4l years) 
subjects. Piaget's notions were, in the laain, confirmed v:hen actual 
age WES considered for the normal group. Increased mental, capacity of 
the handicapped group corresponded vith better performance on the

/I

<

number tasks-
Lovell and Ogilvie*^ studied children seven to eleven years old. 

Their findings generally support Piaget's stages, and they note that

conservation on one task does not necessarily involve the same degree

^ J. 3. J-Iannix, The number concepts of a group of E. S. K. child
ren Brit;_Jj_educ^_Ps;jrchol. i960, 30, Pp. 180-181.

^ I’lary Woodv’ard, Concepts of number of the mentally subnoxml 
studied/by Piaget's method. J. child Psychol. Psychiat., I96I, 2, 
pp. 24^-259.

^ Blair Hood, An experimental stxidy of Piaget's theory of the 
development of number in children. Brit. J, Psychol., I962, 53»
Pp. 273-286.

4
K. Jjovell & E, Ogilvie, A study of conservation of substance 

in the junior school 'child, Brit. J. educ. Psychol., I96O, 30, 
109-118.
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of •understanding of other related problems. Such understanding, they 
coEDmen-b., may be highly specific at first, and transfer to other 
situations increases in depth and complexity ■with increased experi

ences and maturation.

Relationship with Other Measures
Some investigators have tried to relate Piaget’s tasks to other 

measures of mental abi3j.ty. Mannix^ scaled and related the responses
of the educationally subnormal subjects on the Piaget tasks to

chronological ^e.mental and He found a substantial correlation
in each case.

Bodwell^»3 found, among other things, that the performance on

the Piaget number tasks correlated with IQ and arithmetic achievement 
tests. He also found that there was a positive correlation bet^Ween 
IQ and the ability-to classify, especially \/ith an increase in age.

.f

Almy and her associates,^ in a cross-sectional and a longitudinal 
. study, report that ability to conserve correlates with other measwes. 

There was a somewhat consistent correspondence between ability to 
serve and the logical abilities measured by the'Arthur Stencil Design 

Also, the Ammons Full Range Pictiare Vocabulary Test, a me

■j

con-

Test. asure

^ J. B. Maiinix, The number concepts of a group of E. S. N. 
children. Brit. J. educ. Psychol., I96O, 30,.Pp. I8O-I8I.

2 LIP. C. Dodwell, Children's imderstandlng of number and related 
e^s. Ca-nad. J. Psychol.. I96O, lb, Pp. 191-205.

3 P, C. Dodwell, Relations between the understanding of the logic 
of classes and of cardinal nusiber in children. Cenad. J, Psychol.,
1962, 16, pp. 152-160. • /

** l-aUie Chittenden & P. miler, Young children's
thinking; studies of some aspects of Piaget's theory. New York;

• Teachers College Press, Teachers College, Colxuabia University, I966,

cone
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of language development, was positively correlated with ability to
•y

conserve, but it was found to be more predictive of conservation for

the middle class then for the lower class children.

In a study of quantitative thinking, Elkind^ found that there 
sks and the vnsc, which werevrere correlations between Piaget's^a 

"positive, generally low, evA sometimes significant." The greatest 
correlations -vrcrc with cubtests involving picture arrangement, arith-

metic and coding.

The Holes of Sm-ironment end £>:perience

The final-group of studies to be reviewed deal with how.^cert^ 
aspects of the child's environment and experience affect the develqp- 
aent of thinl^ing outlined by Piaget.

Some cross-cultiural studies have shown that in spite of the 
varying c\iltp:el experiences, children's thinking tend to develop 
along the lines discussed by Piaget. Hyde^ studied a multi-racial 
group of children in Aden. The subjects were U3 European, 48 Arab,

24 Indian and h4 Somali children. The age range v.-as from six to eight 
years. He presented several tasks with local materials such shells 
and beads, and obtained results similar to Piaget's. It was found 
that tasks involving seriation and class inclusion were difficult for 

Lthough European children performed better than the other groups, 
ie results of a study carried out in the Tiv region of Nigeria

all,

^ D. Slkind, The development of quantitative thinking: a sys
tematic replication of Piaget's studies. J. genet. Psychol.^ I96I,
98, p. 45.

^ D. M, Hyde, to investigation of Piaget's theories of the deve
lopment of the concept of number. Unpublished Ph. D. thesis, Univer. 
of London, 1959.
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by PricerWilllams^ also confirmed the notions of Piaget. His 
subjects, Tiv children ages five and one half to eight years, were 
presented with tasks involving a continuous (water) end a discon

tinuous (nuts) quantity. He foun^ that his subjects made the shift 
from intuitive to concrete operations, at about age seven years.

Greenfield^ used a selection of Piaget's tests with three groups 
of Senegalese children. She found that school ecqjerience was very 
significant in attaining the ability to conserve. However, the 
Senegalese sas^sle showed a l^e lag \rhen their performance was com

pared vri.th that of American children. She also found that there were 
qualitative differences in the approaches of schooled and unschooled 
children to the problems on conservation.

Goodnow and Bethon^ found that unschooled Chinese boys could 
perform the conservation tasks just as v;ell as American children, and 
that intelligence scores did not correspond -.ath the performance of 
their Hong Kong subjects., However, these children were markedly 
inferior in the performance of tasks which involved more exacting 
analytic and relational procedures.

Koro^ also studied the development of number concepts in llfi

'3-

^ D. R. Price-V.'illiams, A study concerning concepts of conser
vation of quantities among primitive children. Acta Psycholcglca, 
196IT 18, Pp. 297-305.

^ Pj/tricia M. Greenfield, On culture and conservation. In Jerome 
et al. Studies in cognitive gro^rth. Nev; York: John Wiley 

& Sons^ Inc., I966, Pp. 225-256..S.

3 J. J. Goodnow Se Gloria Bethon, Piaget's tasks: the eff^ects of 
schooling and intelligence. Child Develpn., I966, 37> Pp. 573-582,

^ Sho-Noro, Development of the child's conception of number. 
Jgp. J. educ. Psychol., I96I, Pp. 230-239. (Child Develpm, Abstr.,
38, 115).
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The results obtained wereJapanese children, aged four to six years, 
similar to the stages outlined by Piaget.

More recently, Almy and her associates^ examined the differences in 
conservation abilities between middle and lowxr class children, 
the cross-sectional and the longitudinal studies, middle class children

Both in

conserved a^ an earlier period thM their lower class counterparts.
Some differences, which have been found in cross-cultural studies, 
be attributed to differences in cultural experiences. The exactcan /i

nature of these ej^>erienc:es have been of interest to researchers. They 
have tried to study, in controlled situations, the factors that 
sidered relevant to the development of, or acceleration to, an advanced 

Some of these studies are reviewed to

are coa-

stage in children's thinking, 
highlight the role of experience in the development of thinking along
the lines described by'Tiaget.

After selecting her subjects with a pre-test of Piaget's tasks, 
Churchill^tried to give practice to a group of five year old children 
in play sessions, designed to improve their classificatory, seriating 
and ordering abilities. The post-test indicated that the children made 
e considerable gain. Harker^ also carried out a training study to

1 Millie Almy, E. Chittenden & P. Miller, Young children's think- 
of Piaget's theoQr. York: Teachers CollegeIng: some Aspects — —-_ _ _ _ _ _ ..

Press, Teachers College, Columbia Univer., I966.
2 Eileen M. Churchill, The number concepts of the young child:

(Leeds Univer. Instit. of Educ.),part 1. Researches and Studies. 
1$58, 17, 34-59.

3 Eileen M. Churchill, The number concepts of the young child:
(Leeds Univer. Instit. of Educ.), 1958»part 2. Resear.ches and Studies. 

18, Pp. 28-46.
^ Wilda H. Barker, Children's number concepts: ordination and card- 

ination. Unpublished M. A. thesis, Queens Univer., Kingston, Ontario, 
1^0.
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raise the level of children's understanding of number. The training 
had positive effects on the ^attainment of the concepts studied, even 
thotigh the overall gains irere small. It was found that the ability to 
understand munber was closely related to chronological age. However, 
Flavell^ coments that the training designs of these two studies were 
too "glohal" to Judge the natiire of experience that influenced any 
particular numerical ability.

A grou^ of studies carried out by Smedslund^*^ was designed to 
accelerate the attainment of observation using tvo procedures—external 
reinforcement, and a method involving addition and subtraction of the 
amovmt of plasticine used. He found that his subjects, aged five to 
seven years, did not respond in the expected direction. Thus, he con

cludes that external reinforcement was an insufficient condition for the 
- attainment of conservation, but that conditions creating cognitive con

flicts, such as presenting competing methods of organizing data, tend 
k

to be more effective.

^ John H. Flavell, The developmental Psychology of Jean Piaget. 
Princeton, N. J., D. Van Nostrcna,‘i963. p. 371. ’■

^ J. Snedslund, The acquisition of conservation of substance 
weight in children. III. Extinction of conservation of weight acquired 
"normally" and by means of empirical controls on a balance, Scand. J. 
Psychol., 1961, 2, 85-87.

^ J. Sme 
to-seven ye^

^ J.^4medslund, The acquisition of conservation of substance and 
weight in children. VI. Practice on continuous vs. discontinuous 
material sitxiations without external reinforcement. Scand. J. Psychol., 
1961, 2, Pp. 203-210.

edslund. The acquisition of transitivity of weight in five- 
• old children. J. genet. Psychol., I963, 102, Pp. 245-255.
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Wohl'd.11 end Lowe^ used four ejq>eriiaental conditions to induce 
conservation. They foxmd results that were linexpected in that the ■ 
control group and the one trained on an addition and subtraction 
method shovred greater gains than those wljpse training procedures 
vere based on reinforcement end coimting. Wallach and Sprott^ 
trained children betvreen the ages of six end seven years. It vas 
found that the e:q)erimental gro\^ reacted to and explained conser- 
vation problems much better than the control grotq).a
Summary

Despite nrach variation in methodology? anfl in the cultural setv 
tings of the studies discussed, there is considerable consistency of 
findings suppearting certain features of Piaget's theories. The 
sequences, more than the timing of the stages described by Piaget, 
have received almost unanimous confirmation. Correlatior^s of 
various Piaget's tasks with other existing measures of mental 
abilities are reported to be positive but often low. Explanations 
offered, as Alxy and associates^ cocment, refer to the fact that 
Piaget's theory is based on a different concept of intelligence ft^om 
those underlying the usual tests of mental abilities.

^ J. F. WohK*ill & R. C. Lowe, Experimental analysis of the 
conservation of number. Child Develpn., 1962, 33, 153-169.

2 ijise Wallach & R. L. Sprott, Inducing nuciber conservation in 
childr^. Child Develpm,, 19^, 35, Pp* 1057-1071.

3 Millie Almy, E.-Chittenden & P. MiUer, Young children's 
thlnkinr;; studies of some aspects of Piaget's theory. New Yorkt 
Teachers College Press, Teachers CoUege, Columbia Univer. , 1966. 
Pp. 38-39. ■
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The role of ejqjerience has not yet been adequately assessed.

Piaget^ hinseif only indicates that experience is ix^iortant in the 
. developnent of thinking, but offers no f^irther clarifications. Ap

proaches- that induce cognitive conflicts, and that offer direct specific 
training on the concepts seem to be fruitful, although more information 
is needed. Comparative and training studies may yet throw some light 
on the kind of stimulation that aids transition from one level of

thought to another. Such information vrould be useful in planning the

content of the curriculum, the timingeducation of young children 
of concepts taught to the children, and the method of presenting the 
information are some of the areas that could be affected.

The Present Study

Pi^et has asserted that conservation of number and the logical 
abilities of seriation, ordination and classification develop simul

taneously in the child. The development of number is regarded as'aa 
aspect of the development of logical thinking. The important factor, 

—for Piaget, is the change in mental structures; so that, at about the 
oge of seven yeeirs, a child approaches problems of conservation,'^

serial ordering, and classification in a similar manner. His evidence 
had not been based on a single administration of tasks involving all 
of these concepts, but on comparisons of separate investigations

the development of each concept. The present study, amongregard!

^ Jean Piaget, Development and learning. In Richard E. Ripple & 
Verne N. Rockcastle (Sds.), Piaget rediscovered: a report of the con-

Ithaca, N. Y.:ference on Cognitive studies and cxirriculum development.
School of Educ., Cornell Univer., March, ig&4. Pp. 7-20.
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dfher things, investigated the validity of Piaget's contention regard

ing the cohcxirrent development of these abilities.

Also, the study investigated the relationship of children's 
ability to understand nvunber to other factors which night shed light

on certain educational problems in Nigeria. Past research had shown

that certain cognitive abilities develop slowly in non-western cultures.

Since Nigerian children are at different stages of exposxire to modern

izing influences at home and in school, another aim of the study 
to examine the development of ^nservation and other abilities in
different groups of Nigerian children.

Children brought under more modern conditions were compared

with those reared in the more traditional hones. Although the study

vas conducted in an urban environment, there are pockets of very

traditional areas in the sprawling, native city of Ibadan. The per-

forzaances of girls and boys, who are brought up somewhat differently.

were also compared.

This study, then, attempted to provide information not only on

the validity of Piaget's methods for Nigerian school children, bttt

also on the relationship of number concepts to other factors, sxadi

’ as intelligence, the nature of the subjects' experiences at home and 
in school, and sex. A brief description outlining the differences in 
the tipes or ejperieaces provided in different homes and schools of 
these Ni^rian children, is given in the following chapter.

Questions for Investigation

1. Do conservation of n\mber and the logical operations of classifica
tion, serietion and ordination occur simultaneously in children?

2. Is mental ability, as measured Sy the Goodenough-Harris Drawing
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Test correlated to understanding of number?
Is ability to understand number related to the type of home 
from which the children come, as measured by the educational 
level and occ\q)ational status of the mother?
Do differences exist betv;een boys' and girls' performances on ^ 
tasks involving number?

3.

4.

V

f
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II—METHODS AKD PROCEDURES

1

An interview schedule was constructed, based on Piaget's tasks, to 
investigate the questions stated in the previous chapter. Certain con

siderations influenced the choice of tasks and othp materials used in 
the study. The interview i;as administered individually to children of

about six to about eight years of age. The selection of tasks and other 
measures, their administration an/^he methods of categorizing the data

are described in this chapter. However, before these are described, a

short outline of the Nigerian school system is given for background

information and for reference in a later discussion of the relevance

of Piaget's theories to the Nigerian situation.

The Nigerian Educational System

The Nigerian school system was established by the British admin

istrators and it is, thus, modelled on the British pattern. Each of 
_the five regions of Nigeria has modified the system to -suit its needs 
but, on the whole, the pattern remains the same. Whenever these 
modifications are described, examples vd.ll be taken largely from the

system in the Western Region of Nigeria, where this study was conducted.

Primary Educat/on

/
The main purposes of primary education in Nigeria today are to

raise the literacy level in the country and to prepare pvqjils for
entrance to secondary school^. The courses vary in length from six 
to eight years. In the Western Region, the children are admitted at
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a six year .course, culmi-atout the age of six years end are 
natlng in the avard of a primary school leaving certificate. A single 
teacher is responsible for instruction in subjects such as arithmetic, 
English, rural science, music or singing, history, geography and art
in her class. The syllabuses, which most primary schools use, are 
supplied by the Ministries of Education.

Secondary Education
There are different types of secondary schools. The secondary

^^ary
school children aspire, providegrammar schools, to which most pr

five to seven year courses with a strong academic bias. These lead to
the West African School Certificate and the Higher School Certificate. 
The secondary commercial and modern schools provide courses with 
vocational and practical subjects.

Teacher Training
There are a variety of teacher training courses leading to the 

Teachers Elementary Certificate (Grade 111), Teachers Higher Elementary 
Certificate (Grade 11), and the Grade 1 certificates with other equi- .

In the Western Region, students who have spent two years in^ 
secondary modem schools, are qualified to undertake a course lasting.

If such teachers

valents.

for tj^o years in order to become Grade 111 teachers, 
extend their cdvirses for an additional two year period, they can

certificates. Teachers trained to the Grades 11 andobtain Grade
in levels are qualified to teach mainly in the primary schools.

Suitably qualified teachers with adequate experience may return 
to universities or advanced ^teacher training institutions for special 

They are awarded certificates which are equivalent to Gradecourses.
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One certificates. There are also graduate teachers with college de

grees, some of whom possess additional professional qualifications. 
The Grade One teachers, usually, are not expected to teach in prixaary 
schools, although some of them head these schools.

V •

Higher Education
There are universities and other institutions of hi^er learning

which offer courses in varied fields. Suitably qvmlified students from

secondary grainmar schools or •v/ith^^on^jarable bacjcgrounds are admitted 
although many Higerian students still attend colleges end universities

The graduates enter government services or teach in second-overseas.

ary schools.

Ownership of Schools
' Schools are oraed by the different regional governments and "vol- 
vmtsry agencies" such as missionary groups, local organisations and 
individual proprietors. Governments make grants to the voluntary 
agency schools and, thus, have some measure of control on the content 

- .of the curriculum, especially, since they provide syllabuses and help 
to organize the external examinations. A big difference between 
government and voluntary agency schools is in the amount of fees 
charged. For instance, since the private elementary schools have good 
teachers, mod^n equipment and other facilities, high fees are levied. 
Such fees limit enrolment to those children whose parents are reason

ably educated and earn high incomes.
As \ri.ll be seen later, many of the children who come from "modem" 

Schools, and those from the "traditional" 
group attend the free schools. The seven schools selected, had many
hones attend these private

V"'
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observable difYerences in tlffe .facm^es, physical space, educational
level of the teachers and teaching equipment.

Construction of the Interview Schedule

Piaget’s clinical method of interviewing, described in The 
^ has not been adopted by other 

investigators. For Piaget, the clinical method of interviewing is
child’s, conception of the world.

one in which the investigators’ subseauent questions depend on the 
responses of the child. The iny|stigator is free to follow any 
interesting leads and to vary the form of questioning if it is felt
that the child does not understand. In short, the child determines 
the nature of the questions he is being asked since the interest 
is in the child's approach to the problems that are posed. This 
type of interview depends, to a large extent, on the skill of ihe 
interrogator and comparisons of children's responses, particularly
in a small study as this one, are difficult.

Other investigators who have undertaken studies based on
.Piaget's researches have adopted three types of Interview methods 
successfully. Some have used nonverbal methods, some have

^ Jean Piaget, The child's conception of the world. New York: 
Harcourt, Brace, 1929. Pp» 1-32.

^ J. fJ Vfohlwill, A study of the development of number concepts 
by scalogram analysis. J. genet. Psychol., i960, 97, 345-377.

^ M. D. S. Braihe, The ontogeny of certain logical operations: 
Piaget's formulation examined by nbnverbal methods. Psychol. Monogr., 
1959, 73, No. 5 (Whole Ho; 475). ^ /
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tost3.2>3
Given either stnnciMrdited. individual intem-iran,^

• A standardined individual intorviou van selected for this study to
or group

allow for coaperability frosi one cnild'o interview to another.

the intcrvlcv: vrere recorded.

I'iore-

the children's reactions during

Pincot has stressed that a sinsle response does not accurately 
Indicate the level of the child's thin!<i.-ic and Bust he interpreted

over,

clinical method probes-further and allows the
vhat ho really understands.

with caution. His

child sufficient opportvmities to express 
The standardised interview method loses

included procedures which ensure that the child
such flexibility so some.

researchers have 
understands the task or the question posed.

OrientationIn thin study, two such procedures were adopted, 
oeoslonc were included to give the children practice with taportaSt 

the thi-ec parte of the interview, . 
of conservation, scriation and classification 

rephrased or repeated, 
me final tashs were relocted after two pilot studies, the first

and the second vrith

words and ideas.,used in each of 
These sections consisted

Moreover, important test questions were
tasks.

vdth 15 American children in a day care cenuer,
In18 Kigerion children ages five to eight years in Ibaoan.

consideration of the types of problemsselecting the tasks, there was

. underctar.ding of number and related
I960. 191-205.

^ P. C. Dodvfcll, Children's 
concepts. Cr-n.ad/ J.

2 IJ. H. Ki(4. Ins deveioprtent of scientific concepts in children. 
3rit. .T. cduc. Psychol., 19ol, 31, Pp- 1--20. V

Psychol.

The develoomont of children's concents of 
of Minnesota Press, 1937.3 Jean M. Deutsche, _ _ _ _ _

causal relations. Minneapolis: Ur.iv.

V
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that would serve equally well at the different ege levels and
for different groups of children. Thus, each section contained 
tasks presenting "sin^ler situations," according to Piaget, and 
sone more complex experiments.

The interview schedule was translated independently hy two 
Yoruha lecturers of the University of Ibadan and then, another 
coordinated the translations. The final Yoruha edition was commented 
on by a headmistress of an elementary school and the assistant in 
this study, who had wrked as an interpreter previously. The 
interview? schedule is reproduced in Appendix A, and only a brief 
description of tasks and their sources are given below.

Conservation

The tests for conservation were drawn from Piaget's ^ major 
work on the development of nximber concepts. In an initial orienta

tion session, the subjects v/ere requested to con^are tvro rows of 
blocks that v;ere obviously unequal in number. They were encouraged 
to make the numbers in the tiro rows equal. By taking or adding 
one or two blocks to alternate rows, the interviewer tried to get 
the subjects fq^liar vdth the use of "seme" and "more." Also, 
the subjects irere introduced to the non-suggestive question "what 
about now?" that was used in later parts of the interview.
Task A: The bloc^ in the interviewer’s row were bunched and the 
child was questioned about the numerical uivalence of the two rows

1 Jean Piaget, The child’s' conception of number. London, 
Routledge & Kegan Paul Ltd. 1952.

'V
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of blocks. An alternative form of the question vas asked if there 
vas no response. Finally, the child vas asked "why do you think so?" 
Task B: This test vas set up in the same manner as the preceding 

but the questions vere asked after the blocks in the child's 
rov vere spread out.
Task C; There vas an irregular pattern of eight blocks and the 
subjects vere asked to take an equivalent number of blocks as in 
the model. Then, they vere requested to describe their procedure.
Task D: After counting a set of 10 cup^ the children vere encouraged 
to'^ex^ange each cup for a penny. Seeds vere used to represent 
pennies. They vere asked before and after the exchange for the 
cardinal value of the set of cups. The final question vas "how do 
you know?"

one

Seriation and Ordination
The orientation section vas designed"to give the children practice 

in arranging objects in order of magnitude. The subjects vere given 
five "houses" and asked to arrange then according to size, and 
assistance vas given vhen children needed it, A description of 
seriation by size differences can be found in Piaget's ^ accounts.
Task A: Each subject vas presented vith seven "houses," which he 
vas requested to arrange according to their sizes.

tervlew techniques employed in A were used. The 
subjects vere required to seriate tvo sets of objects, dolls and 
bean begs, such that the tallest 'doll vas placed in a corresponding

Task B: The same7

^ Jean Piaget S; Barbel Inhelder, Le developpenent des quantltes 
Chez I'enfant, Neuchatel: Delachaux et Hiestid, 1541, p. 222,

1
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position with the biggest bean bag. A simple story, based on a 
sight familiar to children, was built around the talk. The dolls 
were described as traders and they were carrying their merchandise, 
or been bogs, to be sold in a market.
Task C: Having- arranged the traders'and their wares, the subjects 
were asked a series of questions based on the arrangement. The 
questions were designed to investigate the subjects* understanding 
of the numerical order they assigned the objects when they counted 
previously. The crucial question wa^sked when the density of the 
row of bean bags was increased, so that there was no longer an easily 
perceptible one-to-one correspondence between the rows. The subjects 
were asked to identify the trader who was to carry the third bag of 
beans. This task was also based on Piaget's ^ descriptions.

Classification

Again, there was an orientation section that was designed to 
introduce the children to the activity of grouping. Besides,

attention was drawn to the materiel with which the objects were
made since some of the later questions referred to this. The first
task consisted of sorting a collection of animals and then explaining 
the criterion for grouping. The second task, B, tested their under- 

)le relationships. Piaget's ^ experiments usingstanding of part-i
)OdeQ beads formed the basis of this inclusivebrown and white

relations task.

^ Jean Piaget, The child's conception of number. London: 
Eoutledge & Kegan Pa,ul Ltd., 1952. Ch. V.

2 ” ^Jean Piaget, The child's conception-of number. London:
Eoutledge & Kegan Paul Ltd., 1952. Ch.-Vll.
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List of Tasks

A list of taslts described is included and will be referred to in

later discussions.

Conservation

^ TasK A tested the ability to conserve after one of two numerically 
equivalent rows of blocks had been bunched.
Task B was a test of the ability to conserve after one of two

/i
numerically equivalent rows of blocks bad been spread out.
Task C involved the ability to conserve the number contained in an 
irregular arrangement of blocks.
Task D tested the ability to conserve after coimting and exchange.

' Sertation and Ordination

Task A v:as a test of the ability to arrange a set of objects in an
order of magnitude.
Task B involved the ability to arrange and match two rows of objects 
according to size.
Task C tested the understanding of numerical positions assigned to 
the objects arranged in B.

t
Classification

Task A involved/the sorting of objects.

Task B was a test of part-whole relationship.
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Order of Presentation

The tasks vere presented in the same order to all subjects. The

interview started with the conservation problems A and B, followed by

C and D. The seriation tasks were next presented and the classification

problems ended the interview. This arrangement was maintained so that a 
non-verbal section, seriation and ordination, separated the two verbal 
parts of the test on conservation and classification.

Supplementyy jjaterials

The GoodenoTJgh-Harris Dravring Test was administered to all the

children to obtain an assessment of their intellectual maturity. The

Draw-a-l'!an Test was selected because it has been used in many different 
ctiltures'’2Lnd is regarded as relatively "culture free." Also, being a 
non-verbal test, it is conveniently used with a group of children ybo

may not be able to read. It provided the only assessment of mental

maturity since no intelligence tests are administered to Nigerian

school children.

' A personal data sheet (see Appendix C) was used to' collect broad 
and general information about the language, play materials, and type 
of home from which each subject came.

Ar^nlrjistration of the Interview and Other Materials
J

All interviews vrere conducted in Yoruba by an assistant trained by 
the investigator. The investigator was present at all interviews.and 
recorded the responses on record sheets (see Appendix B). The transla

tion into English was mostly^one simultaneously with the recording but.
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in some cases, where the language was involved, the recording was taken 
in a phonetic shorthand and the translation discussed shortly after the 
interview. The average length of the interview as 20 minutes.

As much as possible, the interviews were rotated among schools so 
that children from different schools were interviewed in one week. Ba- 
terviews were conducted in an empty room within the school premises or 
in the libraries, where such facilities existed. A list of pupils to 
he interviewed was given to the heads of the schools before the date 
of the interview so that the^cMldren^ according to one head-mistress, 
"will be encouraged to cone to school on that day." -v

Personal data sheets were filled out before the final selection of 
the sample. The investigator, teachers and parents and the children 
themselves assisted in filling those forms.

The Goodenough-Harris Drawing Test was administered to all the 
children who had been interviewed in each school. They took the test 
either in an^mpty classroom or the school library in an average groi^ 
of about 19 children. However, in two of the schools for the modem 
group of children, only eight and six children respectively took the
test.

Subjects

;hcils
Selection of Sc

/The subje^s were selected from schools in the^ Ibadan 
Schools were classified according to whether they were private end se^- 
ed the more modern sectors of the community. Type C; whether they served 
nixed populations of modem and traditional grot^s. Type Bj and whether 
the pupils were mostly from the traditional areas of the city, lype A.

area.
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The private schools, whose pupils ;/ere mostly from modern homes.

are fee-paying, have good teachers and many of the facilities of a
modern elementary school. English is the language of instruction in
all the classes since these schools tend to he smawhat international in
composition both at the piq)il and staff levels. As such, there>j^^ some 
difficulty in obtaining the required number of children who spoke Yoruba 
fluently as their mother tongue. For this reason, samples were taken 
from three schools instead of tvro as originally planned.

Two Type B schools were randomly sel^ted from a list of all the 
elementary schools in this category. English and Yoruba are the lang

uages of instruction in the lower grades but ;rith English replacing 
Yoruba altogether in the higher grades. Tt.-o difficulties arose in the 
course of selecting subjects from these schools. There were children 
who'spoke Yoruba fluently but who^e mother tongue was not Yoruba. In

order to avoid complications, such children were excluded from the

sasqjle. The other problem was that some of the children in one of the

Type B schools, were boarders. As cnich as possible, an equal number of 
board^s .from traditional and modern groups were included.

The third group of schools, which served the traditional hones, 
used Yoruba and English as the media of instruction but in the lower

grades, Yoruba was almost exclusively used. A coagrehensive list of

Lnedthe schools was ohtai from the Institute of Education. The neuaes of

all these schools were written on slips of paper, mixed in a bag, and 
two schools were randomly picked out.

V
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Selection of Subjects

Background infoimtion was provided by the personal data sheets 
already mentioned. Personal data sh^^s were filled out for all Yoruba 
children in the Type C and Type B schools. However, every nth child 
was selected in the three lowest cesses of the Type A schools and 
background data were collected about them. The final selection of 
subjects was randomly done except in two schools with modern children. 
In these schools, the number of children who qualified on the basis of 
the language requirement and whose paraiiis allowed them to participate, 
was small.

The subjects were 110 b^s and girls from the first three classes 
of the elementary schools. The age range was from about six years to
about eight years. It was difficult to obtain the exact ages of the

diildren since many of the birtbs'wero not recorded but were calculated

in terms of local or family historical events. However, the teachers

ass\n:ed the investigator that in accepting the children for school en

rollment, there was an attempt to select children to start class one at

about age six, even though there were few exceptions. Therefore, 
children who were about six years of age were expected to be in class

one, those who were about seven years old in class two, and the eight

year old children in class three. Thus, in this study, the ages were

regarded as rough estimates. However, it was possible to obtain exact 
ages for the chil^en attending Type C schools. A distribution of sub

jects, their ages and schools are shown in Table 1. The ages of 13 
children did not correspond with their expected classes. One six year 
old child was in class two; five thildren in the seven year old group 
were in class one, •while two others ■were in class three. Among the
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eight year old children, three were in class two and two others in
class four.

There v;ere 55 children fron "Eodern” homes with an average Draw-a- 
Man intelligence score of 100.25 end a standard deviation of 18.27. The 
term "modern" v/as used to describe hones in which the mother had 
ceived, at least, twelve years of formal .schooling.^ They had ample 
play materials both in school and at hone. At home, they are reported 
to possess such play materials as doUs, balls, mechanical and educa

tional toys. They tended to live in relatively uncrowded hones with a 
median number of seven adults including house help. About 91 percent 
of then were working in hospitals, schools, government offices and other 
institutions at the time of the study. Only about three percent of these 
mothers were engaged in their ovm private businesses. Usually monogamy 
was practiced in the modern families.

There were also 55 children from "traditional" homes, or homes in 
rtiich the children's mothers had not more than tvro years of formal 
schooling. The average Draw-a-Man intelligence score for this group 
vas'83.08 with a standard deviation of l4.l6. The children were re-

re -

ported to have a fewer variety of play materials, at school and in the

homes. Balls, bean bags, mats and old tyres were some of the play 
materials, and 20 percent are reported to have "nothing" to play with 

15 adults lived in the children's hones,at home. At lea:

^ Mothers' education was used because, in the early years, the f 
children's training is mostly supervised by mothers and, in most cases, / 
the fathers are usxially more educated than the mothers.

V
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Table 1
Hone and School Backgroimd, Age and IQ of Subjects

7
Boys Girls Total Estinated Kean D-A-M IQ 

Age in Eonths Mean S.D.

Children From Traditional Hones
Type A School^ 

Class I 
Class II

6 6 74.3 7.4712 72

6 6 64 83.2 8.9212
A

6 6 96 81.312 12.57Class XU

Tyxie B School

89.7 15.75Class I 5 2 7 72

6 84 88.3 17.66• 3 3Class II
96 90.2 16.5263'Class in 3

2^Total 29 55

.Children From I-tadern Homes
Type B School

4 4 8 89.1 8.60Class I 72

94.24 843 7 17.31Class H
24.394 963 7 97.3Class III

Type C School

4 104.6Class* 5 9 75.3 13.73

6 84.4 110.8 17.947 13

94.9 108.16 12.505' 11

27 2Q-Total ■ 55

Type A School - public ;Vpredoninantly for traditional groiq). 
Type B School - nixed; for modern end traditional group. 
Type C School - private; predominantly for modern group.

* Age did not always correspond with class.
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v;hich sometimes refers to compounds. PolyGamous marriages are 
prevalent and the first idfe is usually regarded as the mother of 
all the children in the compound. About 8? percent of the mothers 
of these children, most of vfhom are illiterate, engage in petty 
trading. However, a modicmn of pidgin English is spoken by some 
parents. Only about tvro percent were employed in institutions, 
the others were housevjives.

Categorization of Responses
*T

Responses to each of the nine tasks in t^e interview were 
classified into four categories, three of which were based on 
Piaget's preoperational, transitional and operational stages. A 
fourth categoiy of "insufficient evidence" was used for those 
whose records sho;;ed unclear, scanty information. Each task was 
scored separately. Criteria for scoring are outlined in Appendix D.

To determine the reliability of Judgments based on criteria’, 
a random selection of twenty protocols were scored independently 
hy'the investigator and a graduate student in psychology. The 
student had previous experience with the use of scoring criteria 
based on Piaget’s work. The overall inter-scorer reliability was

94.6 percent ranging from 90 percent in the conservation tasks to 
;he ordination task.100 percent i^

V
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III—RESULTS Al© conclusions

The first steps in the analysis of the data involved classifying

the responses of the children on each of the nine subtests into four

categories. For the conservation^^ection, the responses were categor- 
iced as definitely conserving; partially conserving;'definitely not

conserving; insufficient evidence. The responses on the other two 
parts of the test were similarly cete^ized. Separate contingency 
tables were next made for the modern and traditional groups of 
children on each part of the test.

It was evident that there were fever frecuencies in some of the 
categories. The category of "insufficient evidence" was combined with 
-Chat for unsuccessful performers, particularly since, in most cases, 
their responses in other parts of the interview did not represent a 
higher level of performance. The transitional group also presented a 
problem. In some sections of the analyses, the transitional group was 
conibihed with the unsuccessful or intuitive group. Thus, in contrast

ing clearly operational ^/ith intuitive responses, it was felt that 
the child who demonstrated a partial and inconsistent understanding 
of a conservation, a seriation or a classification problem, should be 
grouped with his unsuccessful' counterpart. Piaget thinks that the 
children in the transitional st^e ore still intuitive In their approach 
to problems. In other parts of the analyses, the partially operational 
responses of the transitional group were consido?^ in relation to 
their total performance in the t^ts.

i
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Task Difficulty

It was apparent ftrom these preliainery investieations that some of

the tasks were tmiformly difficult for both groiqis of children. Tables 
2a and 2b show the performance of modern and traditional groups of 
children on each task in the conservation section. The relationship be

tween two tasks are examined at a time.. Forty-eight children in the

modern group were able to perform the task involving conservation after 
counting and exchange (task d); only^21 and 17 were able to perfom 
tasks A and B respectively. These were problems requiring conservation

of the niinber of blocks in two rows through two rearrangements. In the 
second table, it can be seen that the traditional subjects manifest the

same trend of performance. Forty-five of the traditional children could

perform task D whereas only 11 and eight were able to handle tasks-A 
and B respectively.

The contingency tables for the other two parts involving seriation 
and classification abilities are in Appendix E (Tables 14-16). The 
trend of performance for the two groups of subjects is also similar, 
ihe problem of seriating one row of objects was easier than seriation ^ 
of two rows of matched objects (task B). The ordination problem 'was- 
the most difficult. This task tested the ability of the subjects to
maintain a niimeri

classification^ection, the sorting task (te.sk A), was lauch easier 
than the problem on part-whole relationships (task B).

Althoxigh the tasks vrere selected because they vrere considered

cal order once the objects were seriated. In the

suitable for use vTith different age groups, some of these tasks merely
V

represented siiqiler situations. In a discussion of sirpler procedures 
which were introduced into his erperiments on the equivalence of sets.

%
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Table 2a
Conservation Abilities Revealed by Children Reared 

in I'todern Hones

Perfonrance on tack* ConservinG on C Hot conserving on C Total

MSConserving on D 21 27

4Not conserving on D 3 7

3124Total 55

Conserving on A Not conserving on A Toteil

/i 28Conserving on D 20 48

6Not conserving on D 1 7

34Total 21 55

Conserving on B Not conserving on B Total

14 34Conserving on D 
Not conserving on D 
Total

48

4- 3 7

3817 55

Conserving on A Not conserving on A Total

Conserving on C 13 17 . 30

8Hot'conserving cm C 17 25

34Total 21 55

Conserving on B Not conserving on B Tbtal

Conserving on C 10 19 If!
ol CNot conserving 267 19

Ttotal 3817 55

Conserving on B Not conserving on B Totc^

Conserving on A 12 9 21

34Hot conserving on A 29

Total 3817 55

* See list of tasks on page 37.
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Table 2b

Conservation Abilities Revealed by Children Reared 
in Traditional Homes

Performance on tash* Conservinc on C Kot conserving on C Total

4518Conserving on D 27

Kot conserving on D 1 9 10

28Total 27 55

Conserving on A Kot conserving on A Total

10/< U5Conserving on D 35 4 -

Hot conserving on D 1 9 10

44Total 11 55

Conserving on B Hot conserving on B Total

38 45Conserving on D 7

Hot conserving on D 1 9 •10

8 47Total 55
Conserving on A Not conserving on A Ttotal

8 28Conserving on C 20

24 37I'lpt conserving on C 3
44*Ibtal 11 55

Total'Conserving on B Not conserving on B
6 28Conserving on C 22

Hot conserv. 2 25 27on C
8 47Total 55

Conserving on B I<ot conserving on B Total

116Conserving on A 5

4441Kot conserving on A V 3

8 47Itotal 55

* See list of tasks on page 37*
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Piaget argues that children do not necessarily show greater understand

ing of the less cocplex experimental tasks. One procedure, the "one for 
one exchange, does not in itself result in the notion of necessary 
eouvalence of ercchanged sets. Before this result can he achieved, one 
for one exchange, like intuitive correspondence, must become operational, 
i'.e,, it must be grasped as a reversible system of displacements and re- 

Also, "if the child has not yet reached a certain level of 
understanding which characterizes the beginning of the third stage, 
counting aloud has no effect on thgf'^echanisn of numerical thought."^ 
Similar conclusions ere made about simpler procedures on inclusive re

lations experiments, On'the basis of these conclusions, the uneven 
difficulty levels foiind in the group of tasl',s used in this study, are 
unexpected.

The graphic representation of percent success of all subjects' on 
each task is shovm in Figure 1. ’.Jhile 84,5 percent could perform the 
conservation task D, only 4.5 percent of all subjects successfully 
handled the inclusive gelations task m “ task B).

..1lations.

Patterns of Performance

Each child*s responses could be categorized according to his pat-• 
tern of performance on the three parts of the interview since contin

gency tables (zd, 2b and l4-l6 in Appendix E) shoved that such an 
analysis coul^Xe fruitful.

^ Jean Piaget, The child’s conception of ntimber. Iiondon: 
Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1952. pT^lT

^ Jean Piaget, The childis conception of number. London: 
Routledge & Kegnn Paul, 1952. p. 63.
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Figure 1
Difficulty Level of Each Number Task
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Conservation

In part one of the interview schedule, there was little difference
/in the perfi e of tasks A and B. These tested the sub^jects* abilityorm^c

to conserve numerical equivalence of two rows of blocks through a
bunching and ^reading out wangement. Thus, tasks A and B have been
regarded as two, aspects of one conservation sitxmtion in the analysis
of the data.

Four performance patterns are, therefore, possible: no conservation* 
conservation alter provoked correspondence (D only); conservation on
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C and D, and on the task of niinerical equivalence of two rows of blocks 
(AS, C and D).

Serietlon and Ordination

Each child's performance could be classified in one of four pat

terns in this section. The first pattern was that of unsuccessful per

formance on any of the tasks. Seriation of one row of objects by size 
\ra.s the second pattern (A only), followed by the seriation of tw rows . 
of objects in addition to the one rovr seriation (A and B). The final

/i
pattern comprised successful performance of A and B, and attaching 
nxaaerical order to the objects already seriated (A, B and C).

Classification

In the classification section, there were only three patterns of 
^performance. These represented inability to classify on any of the 
tasks; ability to sort (A only); ability to perform the inclusive re

lations task in addition<tD correct sorting (A and B).
There were chil(2ren \.'hose performances did not fit neatli' into any 

of thjese patterns. On the basis of task difficulty and median age per

formance, tvo criteria were adopted for regrouping these children. .

Firstly, it was argued that if a child could successfully perform the
most difficult task in a section, for example, the AB task in the con

servation sectionythat child could also perform the easier tasks, C''' 
and D. Also, aS/a second measure for reclassifying, the child's per

formance was ccaspared with the median performance of children of the 
same age in his group. There v.'ere ih such cases in the conservation 
section, six in the seriation section, and four in the classification 
section. There was complete agreement among the judges in all but one
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of the cases that were considered for reclassification.

Hapor Results

Conservation, Seriation and Classification Ahilities
The first question that was raised in this study concerned the

validity of Piaget’s hypothesis that conservation and other abilities
such as* seriation and classification develop concurrently. For Piaget,
conservation is a necessary condition for all "ns-thenatical thinking." ■ 
Therefore, if the child does not conserve, he is unlikely to attain 
other abilities that make a true vmderstanding of number possible.

9

Since number is the union of asymmetrical relations end classes, Piaget
argues that '%he development of number is actxially another aspect of the 
development of logical thinking. Thus, the ability to seriate, con

serve and classify are manifestations of the new thinking which evolves
in the child. This novel way of solving problems emerges at about age 
seven and, thus, makes possible the-handling of tasks involving num

bers and relationship between nmbers.
Since inspection of contingency tables (Appendix E, Tables 17-20) 

showed that the performance trend of the two groups of children W'aa ' 
similar, the locdern and traditional groups were combined for this 
analysis. Tables 3, 4, and 5 show the performance of all children.

Conservation Seriation

As indicated in Table.3, Piaget’s contention that conservation 
and seriation abilities develop conciarrcntly is only partially upheld. . ■ 
Of the 11 children who could nqt perform any of the conservation tasks, 
seven of them were also unable to cope with any of the seriation tasks.
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Of the Uo who could perform all conservation tasks, only l4 could suc-
•V

cessfuUy handle all the seriation tasks. These numbers indicate that 
-^iloren at a particular level of performance in conservation tasks do

not attain the same level in the seriation tasks.
I.

Table 3

Relationship of Conservation and Seriation and Ordination Abilities

\
Seriation d Ordination^/r

Performance 
on Tasfcifr None A only A & B A, B & C Total

Conservation

None 7 2 0 2 11

6 8D only 10 3 27

4C & D 9 9 10 32

14 _y 14 4oAB, C & D 2 10

Total 19 29 33 29 no

«■

See list of tasks on page 37*

There is also some indication that once a certain minimum under-..

standing of conservation is acquired, the seriation problems tend gen

erally to be better understood. Good performance on the conservation 
tasks is inv^sely related to poor performance on the seriation tasks. 
Of the 27 who could perform the easiest conservation task, only six 

• could not perform any seriation task. Out of the 4o children who 
could successfully handle ail the conservation tasks, only two could 
not perform any of the seriation tasks.
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Seriation and Classification
•V

The relationship hetween seriation end classification is less clear.
Of the total number of 91 children who could perform at least one task
in the seriation and ordination section, 6? of these could perform at 
least one of the. classification tasks,^ But only five of these children
could perform the inclusive relations task in classification section.
Undoubtedly, the ability to seriate does not develop side by side with
the ability to understand class inclusion.

4 >
Table 4

Relationship of Seriation and Ordination and 
Classification Abilities

Seriation and Ordination
Performance 
on task* None A only A & 3 A, B & C Total

Classification

43^None 
A only

13 15 5 10-/
6 26 10 6212

A & B 0 2 2 1 5

Total 19 29 33 19 110

* See of tasks on page 37*

^ The total frequencies In all categories other than "None” have 
been combined for.the seriation and classification sections.
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Conservation and Classification;
Table 5 examines the relationship between conservation and class

ification abilities. Here too, ability to conserve is related generally
to ability to handle some classification problems.

Table 5
Relationship of Conservation and

Classification Abilities

Classification!
Performance 
on tash* A only HotelNone A & B

Conservation

9 2 0 11None

D only 9 17 1 27

C & D 10 20 2 32

IlOAB, C & D 15 23 2

43 62Total 5 no

* See list of tasks on page 37♦
Sumaarys

The results shown in these tables suggest that the new orientation 
in thinking which manifests itself in the attainment of conservation,

;the ability to form series and classes. But, the relation

ship is not as neat as Piaget hypothesizes.
also affects

Number Concept and Intelligence
V

The next question was concerired with the extent to which children 
who were able to understand the number tasks were intellectually mature.
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The Goodenough-Harris Drawing Test was used to assess the intellectual 
maturity of-vthe subjects.

A preliminary inspection of the data showed no linear relationship 
between the two measures. The performance of the children was then 
scaled on the basis of patterns already described. The range of the

, scale was ftrom 0, 0, 0 representing no success in any task to a perfect 
Some of the categories which had larger fre-performance of 3? 3j 2. 

cuencies formed the basis of the five groups that were developed. For 
instance, there were ten children, wh^could perform all of the con

servation tasks, all tasks in the seriation section, and the sorting

task of the classification section (3, 3, l)• These ten children form

ed the nucleus of Group E. When credit was given for the tasks on which 
subjects were partially successful, and the difficulty level of each 
.task was.considered, it was possible to obtain a Group E that was 
fairly homogeneous in performance level. All the groups were formed in 
the manner described out of a total of six large clusters with fre-

Table 6 shows the number of childrenquencies ranging from nine to 12.

In each of the five groups; the typical total performance of each group 
of children on the number tests and, mental age on the Goodenough-Harris ^ 
Drawing Test.

According to the results in Table 6, intelligence, as measured by 
the Draw-a-Man Tert does not correspond highly with performance on the 

, however, some interesting relationships of a 
A minimum mental age is required for successful per-

number tests. ere are
general nature.
formance on any of the tasks, possibly, to understand instructions.

Thereafter, the relationship between the degree of inteUectual na- 
■ tvority and performance on number tasks is not precise. But, those
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that attained the highest level of performance also have the highest 
mental age.

Table 6
Relationship Between Intellectual Jteturity

and Performance on the Niucber Tests

Description N Performance 
on tasks* Mental Age in Drawing Test

H S.D.

Group A t.91.81 0,0,0;1,1^J

-2,8,l;2,3,l

3,1,0;3,2.1

3,3,1;3,3,2

5.003

6.41Group B 22 6.54

Group C 22 6.07 6.98

Group D \20 6.59 6.75

Group B 20 7.63 7.79

105ITotal

♦ 0,0,0 represents no success on any conservation, serlation 
and classification tasks.
1,1,0 represents success on one conservation, one seriation 
and no classification task....

■ ' 3>3j2 represents success on three conservation, three seriation
and two classification tasks. . '

Performance of Modern and Traditional Groups

A question was raised concerning the differences in the develqp- 
icept between the children from modern and traditional 

homes. The tables that are included in this section compare the per

centage of children from those.two groups that fall into the different 
patterns of performance on each part of the test.

raent of number

^ Intelligence scores could not be obtained for all subjects.
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CcnservetioD

The children frcm nodern homes show unequivocal evidence of 
superior performance on the conservation tasks at all age levels .(Table 
7). However, the difference in the level of performance tends to 
decrease with age. For example, only eight out of 17, about half of the 
six year old children from modern homes performed no task or the 
easiest conservation task, D, whereas more than three fourths, 15 out
of 19 of those from traditional hones could also perform, at most, 
the easiest conservation task. But age eight, 15 out of l8 
children from modern homes and l4 out of l8 from traditional hones
could perform, at least, both tasks C and D, .

Ser-iation and Ordination
Table 8 shows that the modern group of children also performed 

better than the traditional group in the seriation tasks. The most 
striking differences occurred in the six year old group. Of the tra

ditional group of children, 57.9 percent could not handle any of the 
seriation tasks whereas only 11.8 percent of their modern counterparts 
were unable to perform any of the tasks successfully. r

Classification

The differences on the classification tasks were not as apparent 
as those on the other two sections of the interview schedule. (Table 9), 
The percent of-^ildren who could handle the inclusive relations task in 
the two groups was not only very small but about the same. Itoreover, 
there was very little difference in the performances of the eight year 
old group. The trend of performance was, therefore, slightly different 
in this group of tasks. The traditional children \rere handicapped at
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Table 7

Conservation Abilities Revealed by Children

Beared in Itodern and Traditional Hones

Age-

About 6 
years

About 8 
years

About 7 
years

Total

i VI iTask* N N K

AModern Group
5.9 3.60 0,0 1 5.5 2Hone 1

7 41.2* 4 20.0 23.62 U.l 13D only
6 35.3 4 20.0 k 1422.2 25.5C & D

47.3AB, C & D 3 17.6 12 60.0 61.1 2611

18 99.9 100.0Total 17 100.0 20 100.0 55

Traditional Grorqp

8 42.1 16.49None 1 5.5 0 0.0

7 36.8 3 16.7 4 14 25.422.2D only

38.9 18 32.72 10.5 9 50.0

5 37.8

7C & D

38.9 i4 25.5AB, C &“D 2 10.5 7

i8 100.018 100.0 55 100.0Total 19 99.9

*Task Conservation after counting and provoked correspondence.

C: Conservation'of the number of an irregular arrangement 
of blocks. .

A & Bt Conservation of the numerical equality of two rows of" 
blocks through two rearrangements.
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Table 8
Serration and Ordination Abilities Revealed by Children

Reared in Modern and Traditional Homes

Age -
About 8 
years

TotalAbout 6 
years

About 7 
years

iN HNTask* N

Modern Group *
411.8 0.0 7.32 10.0 02None

lU 25.55.66 35.3* 7 35.0 1A only
20 36.433.96 35.3 7 35.0 7A & B

17.6 4 17 . 30.9

55 lOb.l

20.0 10 55.53A, B & c
18 100.020 100.0Total 17 100.0

Traditional Group
4 15 27.322.2 0 0.0U 57.9None

31.6 38.9 15 27.36 2 11.17A only

50.0 ' 13 23.6

38.9 12 21.8

4 22.2 90.0A & B 0

16.7 710.5 3A, B & C 2

18 100.0 18 100.0 55 100.0100.0Total 19

t^yOn*Tesk A: e row seriation.
B: Matched seriation.
C: Ordination of'objects after matched seriation in B.

V
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Table 9

Classification Abilities Revealed by Children 
Beared in 1-todern and Traditional Homes

Age

About 8 
years

TotalAbout 6 
years

About 7
years

i, N ■ ^ NNHTask*-
4

Modern Group
1827.8 32.79 ■ ‘*5.0 54 23.5None

61.861.170.6 11 55.0 U12A only
5.511.1 30 0.0 25.91A & B

18 100.0100.0 5520 100.0- Total 17 100.0

Traditional Croup

45.54 22.2 257 38.914 73.7None

66.6 20 50.911 6l.l26.3 12A only 5
3.6 .211.120 0.00.00A & B '

100.018 99.9 5518 100.0Total 19 100.0

*Task A: Sorting and grouping of a collection of animals.

B; Classification involving part-whole relationships.
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age six ye^s but laanifested about the same level of perfornance at 
eight years of age.

Sujamary

!rhe children from mdern homes manifested an earlier perfornance
of number tasks particularly on the seriation problems, but the tra-
ditional children tended to make up the disparity in perfornance at
about age eight. The traditional group of children showed least lag
in the classification section.

4

Sex'Differences

Question four was raised to examine sex differences in the develop

ment of number concept. It was assumed that differences in the
bripging of boys and girls in the culture night have sone effect on
the development of numerical thinking, particularly as the girls, oore
often than the boys, assist the parents in petty trading.

Conservation

The'boys tended to be superior at ages six and seven years but the
girls performed better than the boys at about age eight years on these 
conservation tasks (Table 10).

The most striking differences occurred at age seven years when a
/

jnajority of boys (94.^,) could perform at least two of the conservation, 
tasks and only 63.1'^ercent of the girls at this age cpxild.1-

^ Percentages for categories C & D, and AB, C & D have been
combined. V
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Table 10
Sex Differences in the Performance of

Number Tasks—Conservation

Age

. KAbout 8 
years

TotalAbout 6 
years

About 7 
years /

% NHNTask* N

Girls

5.6 13.072S.h 1 5.3 15None

16.7 l46 31.6

5 26.3

7 36.8

25.929.4 3D only 5

1416.7 25.96 335.3C & D

61.1 19 35.2U1 5.9AB, C & D

18 100.1 54 100.019 ^100.0100.0Total 17

Boys

4 7.14 0 0.00 0.021.0None

16.7 23.247.4 ^31 5.3 3D only 9

44.48 33.915.8 8 42.1 193C & D

38.910 52.6 35.715.8 207AB, C & D 3

5616 100.0 99.9100.0 19 100.0Total 19

/
/*Task D: Conservation after co\inting and provoked correspondence.

C: Conservation of the number of an irregular arrangement 
of blocks.

A 6:‘B: Conseryation of the numerical equality of two rows of 
blocks through tvo. rearrangements.

/
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Seriation and Ordination
• A'trend of perforcance similar to that observed in the conservation

section i? indicated in Table 11. The boys started with an advantage
and the girls performed just, as well es the boys at age eight.

Classification

A'A comparison of the performances of boys -and girls on the classifi

cation tasks is shown in Table 12. In this section of the interview, the
performance described in the -two 

previous parts. The girls are shown to be slightly superior in all tasks.
boys did not maintain the high level of

4t

StuTLTiary

Interesting differences are observed in the performances of boys 
and girls. These differences cannot be interpreted as significant 
since the sample is small and the differences are slight. At age 
eight years, in this sarnie, the girls who started with a disadvantage, 
perform just as well as the boys except in the classification section 
where they maintain a superior performance at all age levels.

Other Results

Age and the Development of Number Concepts
A further analysis was made of the relationship between chron

ological age and the at
seriation and ordination, and classification. Piaget indicates that 
age seven is the crucial age at which the children in his Swiss sanqile 
attain these concepts. Table 13 shows unequivocally that these con

cepts develop with increased age, th'hs, the findings lend weight to 
the matxirational view of development.

tainment of the abilities of conservation.

(■
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>
Table 11

Sex Differences in the Performance of
Humber Tasks—Seriation & Ordination

Age
’T" ■

About 6 
years

About 7 • About 8
years

Total
years

Task* K N N N/I ■4

Girls

4l,2 5 2$.3Kone 7 0 0.0 12 22.2

6 6 31.6 14A only 35.3 2 U.l 25.9

.11,8 26.3 38.8 14A & B 2 5 7 25.9

11.8 15.8 14A, B & C 2 3 9 50.0 25.9

18 54Total 17 100.1 19 100.0 100,0 99.9

Boys

6 31.6Hone 1 5.3 0 0.0 7 12.5

31.6 8 42.1 5.66 26.6A only 1 15

4 31.6 8 44.1. 186A & E 21.0

15.8

ioo(o

3a.i

4 23.616A, B i 0 3 21.0 9 50.0

18 100.0 56 100.0Total 19 19 100.0

y
*Task A: One row seriation. !

B: T;ra rows matched seriation.

C: Ordering of objects tifter the matched seriation in B.
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Table 12
Sex Differences in the Performance of Number

Tasks—Classification

Age

About 8^ _ 
years

Tot^About 6 
years

About 7 
years

i NNTask* • N N

A ■4
Girls

I

3 16.7 17

12 66.6 33

7 36.8 3L.541.27None

6l.l .63.2129 52.9A only
7.43 16.7 40.01 5.9 0A & B

i8 100.0 54 100.0100.0 19 100.0' Total 17

Boys

46.46 33.3 2647.457.9 911None

51.852.6 11 61.1 298 42.1 10A only
1.8 ■5.6 10.0 10 0.0 0A & B

18 100.0 56 100.019 100.0Total 19 100.0

*Task A; Sorting and grouping of a collection of animafs.
B: Classification involving part-whole relationships.

V.
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Table 13

Age and' Performance on Number iUsks

Age

- About 8 
years

About 6 
years

• ■ Toted.About 7 
years !

. i NK NNTask

Conservation

2.8 n - 10.01 - 2.6 /Jl 
7 18.4 - 6

13' 34.2 n

9 25.0

14 38.9

None ■*

16.7 27 ■ 24.5

30.6 32 29.1

50.0 4o 36.4

D only

8 22.2C & D

44.7 18AB, C & D 5 13.9

Total 36 100.0

17

100.1 no 100.03638 99.9

Seriation & Ordination
19 17.336.1 6 0 0.015.913None

8.4 29 26.436.Bl4 312 33.3A only
44.4 33 30.028.9 166 16.7 nA & B
47.2 29 ■ 26.418.413.9 7 175A, B & C

36 100.0 100 100.1100.0 36 100.036Total

Classification

5j.O 25.0 43 39.1

63.9 , 62 56.4

16 42.118 9None

/47.2 57.9 2322A only 17

4.542'.8 5n.i0 0.01A & B

36 100.0 no 100.038 100.0Total 36 100.0

V
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In one of his publications, Piaget^ assigns age levels to tasks. 

According to Piaget, when 75 percent of the sample can successfully 
complete a task, it can be assimed that children of that age should
normally be ^(le to perform that task. When that criterion is applied
to this study, it is evident that although chronological age is a 
signifies^ factor in the developmen-^ of mmiber concepts, the Nigerian 
subjects meet that criterion only in a few of the tasks. About 75 
percent of the six year old children, 97 percent of the seven and eight
year old children could perform the provok^ij correspondence 
tlon task. More than 75 percent of the subjects at ages seven cmd

conserva-

eight years could perform the conservation task involving taking the 
same number of blocks as in a given pattern. About the same proportion 
of subjects in the seven and eight year old groups could also perform

the one rov; seriation task. TThen the two row seriation and the sorting

task in the classification section are considered, only eight year old

subjects reach the criterion level.

I'fost of the analyses in this study were based on patterns of per- 
.formance, and when the overall pattern is considered, at no age level.

do subjects reach the 75 percent criterion level.

The resxilts presented in this chapter indicate that Piaget's 
methods have been succ^sfuUy used in a different cultural setting.

1 Jean Piaget, The development of mental imagery. In Richard E. 
Ripple 2:‘Veme N. Rockcastle (Eds.). .Piaget rediscovered; a report of 
the conference on cognitive studies and curriculum development. Ithaca:-'
SchooT'of'^ducTT'Corn^l'ljnlverTTl^archTTi^S^T^T^l'i

/rx..y

V
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Chronological age and the nature of the hooe from which the subjects 
come have been found to influence the development of number concepts. 
Slight sex differences have been found to exist in the sample. . Inte

lligence, as measured by the Goodenough-Harris Drawing Test/-has been- 
found to have relationship with the development of niunber
concepts, measured by tasks- of conservation, seriation, iirdination 
and classification. Although these abilities appear in some'measure 
at about the same time, the relationship is not as perfect and precise 
as Piaget’s thedty contends. /n
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( IV—EXPIiAKATIOKS AND STRATIFIES OF THE CHILDRIM

This chapter describes differences in the ajproaches of groups of 
children vrith special attention to those factors that aisled them. 
Also, an atteirot is made to examine the main descriptive differences 
in the modern and traditional, groups of children,'
Intuitive and Operational Responses

Piaget postviltites that there'is a diffe:^cV'in the approach of the 
intuitive child, vho is unable to conserve, seriate and classify, and a 
child vho thinks at an operational level. The Intuitive child is global 
in his approach, depends largely on perceptual attributes of the arrange

ment and centers only on one aspect of the problem at a time, thus, 
neglecting other informative cues. The operational child, ^.-ho can 
conserve, seriate and classify, is not only less depeiident on percep

tual properties of an array, but goes beyond the "givens" of the situ

ation, analyses and synthesizes different relationships of a prohlm.
On the basis of this analysis by Piaget, the responses are be.ing 

described as.they progress from the global, perceptually based strat

egy to the internalized, synthesizing way of handling problems. Ohe 
discussion that follows is based on such descriptions.
Explanations

The justifications given by the subjects in the conservation and 
classification sections support Piaget^s general descriptions of the 
differences in the approach of the intxiitive and operational child. 
Idany of the responses, both operational and intuitive, were percep

tually based.
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Coaparisoh of the Poorest and Best Performers
To illustrate the differences in the approach of the intuitive and

operational groups of children, a comparison of Groups A and E, de-
. scribed in the preceding chapter, in the section examining the relation

ship of intelligence and number concepts, is undertaken. Group A showed
the least advanced and Group E the most advanefed performance. There are
21 children in each groiq).

Conservation 4

Task A required that the subjects determine the numerical equiv

alence of two sets of blocks after one row of blocks had been bunched.
Three levels of responses were considered. At a very intuitive

Level, were some children who made no attempt to focus on aspects of
the problem that the adult intended. Thei^ comments tended to be 
irrelevant to the solution of the problem. They, for instance, just-

* ifled nmerical equality or inequality of the two rows of blocks be

cause "they are both many." These children also described the color of 
objects v-’hen a question was specifically directed towards the number of 
objects. On the whole, responses were global end absolutely dominated 
by perceptual factors. Sixteen children used such explanations, 15 of 
which are in Group A, end only one in Groi^) E.

1, responses were still perceptual butAt a more advanced le\*

,bputsomewhat more specific ah 
attention was focused on.

aspects of the arrangement or action that

For instance, the children asserted that two

previously equivalent sets of blocks which had been rearranged, were no 
longer equal "because one is longer," or^still equal "because you only 
pushed these together." '•Ihen the children could describe tvo features
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of the arransenent, such as "one is long the other (set of 
■blochs) is round," a higher level of thinking was not necessarily 
achieved hecjuse' of inability to coodinate the relationships ob- 
ser’/ed. Eleven children used the types of explanations described
ip this paragraph and they were evenly distributed batveen Groups
A and E.

Children, using a third strategy, could relate two or more aspects 
of the problem. ^Some of these children rel^d a past and a present 
state, and asserted that the two sets of blocks were "sane," because 
they were equal when you arranged-them before." One set of responses

compared appearance and reality, and still, another went beyond the

situation; the children realised that seme features of the objects,

for example, niimber, could not be altered by raarrar^ements. They,

therefore, insisted that "they are 11 each." Tney had, according to 
Piaget, internalized and coordinated their observations. Fifteen 
children used explanations in this category, and all of them arc in
Group E,

In Task C, tha children were required to take an equivalent 
number of blocks as those contained in a given pattern. They were 
then asked to describe their procedure.

The children in Gro'p E took the correct number of blocks, and 
r^dtheir' descriptions show reliance on counting and numbers. Eighteen

of the 21 children described methods using numerical reasoning, s.pch

as, "I took sight," "I put two here, three and three to match the num

bers in your rows.’" The other three children in this group copied the 
pattern with a typical explanation, such as, "I arranged them like yours." 

Most of the poor performers took an incorrect number of blocks,

V,/
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and their descriptions of procedure and actual hehavior provided clues 
about what misled tHem. Only three children directly or by in^slica- 
tion referred to the use of counting and niimber to solve the problentr-' 
All the other children tried to copy the pattern. • Many of them ar

ranged blocks in-patterns completely differer^ from the model. There 
were semi-circular patterns, a circle vrLth one block in the middle and 
single rows of blocks. Some of the children scattered the. blocks 

' around without any-definite pattern.. Their descriptions shoved that 
rein-^rpretation of^the Instruct^^^n that 

had given./ "I took all the other ones," ”1 added these ones to yours,” 
"I took them out of the box' were-some of the descriptions.

v'

z' .

the interviewerthere was a

Seriation

The children were requested to arrange houses, dolls and bean bags 
according to their sizes.

The main difference between the two groups could be seen in the 
methods employed during the comparisons of objects. Ten of the Group E 
children carried out the con^arisons mentally. Another ten children 
compered “two or three objects .at a time. However, they compared 'A and 
3 -and then related them to the next pair C and D. Sometimes, A end B 
were compared, next, B and C and so on.

In the group of poor performers, only three of the 21 children 
;pns mentally. Ten of them combined the two- 
Lth other methods. They tended to compare A

carried out the cocgjarii
at-a-time ccurparisons 
and B, and later E and F without considering how the latter pair re

lated to A and B. One of the children carefully compared two small
r

bean bags, placed them before the larger dolls and indicated that she
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needed more of the small begs of beans to continue her placements.,

* >
Eight of the children did not bother to compare the objects in any 
observable manner and placed them in a random order. Of these eight 
children, only two showed signs of not understanding.the orientation
section. ^

Classification

Task^A: 32iis v;as a sorting task in which the children were given 
group th^

ness.* The ns-in difference between the tvro groups was that the Group 
E children could select and maintain one criterion in the task. The 
other children misinterpreted the instructions or else, they changed 
very rapidly farom one criterion to another during the sorting.

Fifteen of the 21 children in Group E gave reasons indicating that 
the groups were constructed on the basis of shared characteristics. 
Responses such‘an "there are ducks here, crocodiles, birds, and horses," 
■they ere four different animals” were given.

On the other hand, 13 out of the 21 children in Group A gave ex

planations that showed they were not using any common attribute of the 
objects in groi^ng. The most frequent response was "so that they 
(the animals) may remain separate." One of the children put all the 
animals singly with the explanation that they were all "meaty."

Another interesting (difference was that none of the children in 
Group E sorted on the basis of color, whereas eight of the children 
from Group A dld.

Task B: On the inclusive relations task, 
asked to compere the numbers in a group B with the numbers in its

on the basis of "like-a collection of animals and asked to
4

where the children were
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subgroups A and A’, there vere slight differences. The children from 
the best p^forming group could indicate the aspects of the problem 
that misled them. The main source of error lay in the fact that they ■ 

congsaring A and A* instead of either B and A or B and A*, 
requested. The most intuitive group asserted that there were the seme 
niaaber of white as plastic chickens because "you had asked me to touch 
then before," "they are different," and, two of the children actually 
insisted that there were more red chickens although the question did

were

/Inot rafer to the red chickens at all.

Summary

In the comparison of intuitive and operational responses Piaget’s 
descriptions have been upheld. The younger children were the most in

tuitive in their explanations. Even the operational children regressed 
to intuitive explanations in difficult tasks, such as that involving 
the comparison of a whole sind its part.

V.
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V—DISCUSSIONS MD BIPLICATIOira

Discussions in this chapter ere "based on the validity of Piaget's

methods for a Nigerian searole. The study deviated from the classical 
* • >

researches of Piaget in that a standardized, individual inte^ew 
schedule was used instead of his flexible, clinical method of inquiry. 
Also, in this study, the analyses of data have been based on patterns 
of performance oi^a series of tasks rather tl^^ on the depth of under

standing shown in one of Piaget's experiments. It has been assumed, 
for instance, that a child vho successfully completed conservation 
tasks AB, C and D was necessarily a "better" conserver than one who 
performed only tasks C and D.

The next sections examine the influences of e^^erience end matura- 
tional factors in the development of operational thinking. The peda

gogical values of some aspects of Piaget's theory for the Nigerian 
schools are also considered, <

The Roles of Maturation and Experience

The influence of experience on children’s thinking is discussed 
at two levels. Since this study was conducted in a different cultural 

.ts are discussed in relation to findings insetting, some of the resid’

“ other cultures. MoreoT^, 
modem homes were compared, the differences that were fomd between 
these groups are partly related to e3q>erientlal factors.

since the children from traditional dnd

V
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The- Develoraaent of Conservation and Related Abilities
- , According to Piaget’s theory, certain distinct abilities emerge 

at a certain stage of the child’s development. “Sbility to conserve, 
seriate and classify axe said to develop simltaneously. The results
of this study, show that Piaget’s contention is upheld in a general
sense but that attainment of a particular level of conservation does
not presuppose a corresponding degree of ability to seriate. The 
least developed of the abilities studied -.:as classification, especially
when a class inclusion problem was posed. .

The resiilts have shown that all the abilities develop with chron-
/i

ological age. Besides, the stages-end sequences of the development of
nunher concepts have been upheld in a cultwe that is different from
that where Piaget conducted his experiments. Thus, it can be said 
that som^e of the abilities are influenced natxirationally irrespective
of the different cultural demands.

However, conservation and the logical abilities of seriation and
classification develop at different rates within each group of children 

' in this study. It seems, then, that maturation allows for the cognitive 
capacity essential for the attainment of these concepts to develop, but

‘the actual level of understanding is controlled by the stimulation pro

vided by the children’s experiences. Although there is no direct com-
lat the Nigerian children, ages seven andparison, it can be noted

1
nt criterion level set by Piaget, in a feweight, attain the 75

of the tasks used. Nor is their performance comparable to that in
f

^ Jean Piaget, The child’s conception of number. London: 
Houtledge & Kegan Paul Ltd., 1952. ^
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Alny’s^ study.

On the vhole, the seriation tasks vere slightly more difficult 
than the conservation tacks, and the class inclusion problem vas not 
und^'stood by most of the children. Dodwell's^ finding, that there 
vas a low correlation in the performance of problems involving cardi

nal numbers and logical classes, is relevant. He e)q>lained this 
finding on the basis that whereas children receive instruction in 
numerical problems, little specific instruction is given on the hier

archy of classes.'*Miller3 also, found that mdft children in kinder

garten and second grade, in a suburban middle class school, failed a pre

test consisting of class inclusion problems. Her training methods, in

cluding among other things, specific tuition on hierarchy of classes, 
helped some children to attain the class inclusion concept.

In conclusion, it can be said that^conservation, seriation and 
classification my develop conourrently and to the seme degree if the 
requisite experiences are provided by the environment.

Performance of Itodern and Traditional Grouos of Children
7

The performance of children from modern homes was sxiperior to 
that of their counterparts from traditional homes, even though they 
were at the same aaturational level of development. This disparity

^ Millie Almy, E. Chittenden & P. IBUer, YomK children's thlnh- 
_some aspects of Piaget's theory. Hew York: Teachers College Press,\ ing:

Teachers College, Columbia Univ-arsity, I966. Ch. 3.

^ P, C. Dodwell, Relations between the understanding of the 
classes and of ordinal number in children. Canad. J. Psychol,,
16, ?p, 152-160.

3 Paula E. Killer, The effects of egNs and training on children's 
ability to understand certain basic concepts. Unpublished Ph.D. 
dissertation: Teachers College, Columbia University, 1966.

logic
1962,

c of J'
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in performance cannot be iihoUy explained on the basis of svrperior in

tellectual "mattirity of the modern group of children, especially, since 
intelligence was only minimally related to performance on the number 
tasks. Experiential factors at home and in school must be partly 
responsible for those differences. As mentioned in the second- chapter, 
the children from modern homes attended more modern elementary schools, 
had good teachers and as^le toys to play with. Since the traditional 
children in the mixed schools seemed to perform better than many of 
the others in the sam» group, it is likely that s^ol e:^eriences 
influence the development of these concepts. Also, there was little
difference between the two groups in the performance of conservation

I
task D. This task involved counting ^d exchange, activities in 
which the tvro groups of children had direct experience. On the other 
hand, the class inclusion task, which is the least directly taught In 
schools, vra.s poorly performed by both groups.

Sources of Error

Piaget outlines the limitations of the unsuccessful or pre- 
operational child as his tendency to "centre" on one aspect of the 
problem at a time. He also depends on perceptual cues. The find

ings, in this study, sup^rt Piaget's descriptions of pre-operational 
and operational strategies.
Specific Cultxiral Influences,

In this study, intuitive children also ■misinterpreted" the 
problems. For instance, an instruction which reijuired that the child 
take "just as many blocks" as contained in d'-given pattern was re- 

‘ interpreted in various ways. Sometimes, the children responded as if
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they vrere asked to take all the other blocks from the box or' to build
another pattern on the model. Also, vhen white and plastic chickens 
were compared, a few children responded that there were "more red" 
rhiokens. The problem could be one of lack of understanding, .but 
this seems not to have been the case since most of the children under

stood the orientation section. A more likely interpretation is that
these children, most of whom were from the traditional hones,- and all 
of v;hon were six year old children, had little experience in attend

ing to adults in the type of adult-child relati^ship posed either in
the classroom or the test situation.

Another observation vras that some children from both types of
homes, but much more from traditional homes, made a common error in
the orientation task. VIhen they were asked to identify the followers 
in a (proup of seven, of which the seventti nan was acknowledged leader.
these children indicated the sixth, fifth and fourth men, or, the 
three smallest men. There could have been an ambiguity in the 
questioning’but several other children responded appropriately.

Also, in the sorting task, some children explained that they 
made various groupings "so that they (the animals) m^ be separate." 
These children nay have been influenced by an observation that the 
animals concerned lived in different natural settings.

Finally, it must be pointed out that the strange one-to-one
have caused difficiilty for some subjects. •adult .child relationship 

The children from modern tones were, on the whole, more demonstrative 
in their curiosity, appeared more confident and were definitely more

V.
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villing to taJi spontaneously \rt.th the interviewers. Also, only 
children from the modern homes directly accosted the adult with her 
actions, e.g., they would explain "you merely bunched mine," "you did 
not tahe any away" as opposed to the passive expression "mine was 
bunched." Adult-child relationships are defined hy traditional cul

ture, and children, particularly girls, are expected to be extremely 
respectful to adults. That the'girls at ages six and seven years 
did not perform as well as the boys, but performed eq.ua11y well at 
age eight ydhrs, may be one of the outcome/^of upbringing that trains 
then to be quiet in the presence of adults.

Apart from the usual limitations outlined by Piaget and which 
were confirmed in this study, cultural experiences may have influenced 
the responses of the children in the test situation.

\

Intelligence and Number Tasks

In this study, intelligence, as measured by the Goodenough- ■ 
Harris Draixing Test, >;as very slightly related to the development of 
number concepts, studied through tasks based on Piaget's descriptions. 
This finding was unexpected because, according to Harris^, "the draw

ing test evaluates primarily the ability to form concepts", and 
Piaget's tasks are also tests of concept formation. The drawing test

is also purported to bJculture free. However, Harris^ suggests that

^ Dale B. Harris, Children's drawings as measures of intel
lectual maturity. New York: Harcourt. Brace & World, Inc., 1^3>
p.7.

^ Dale B. Harris, Children's dra^flngs as measures of intel
lectual maturity, p, 133« V
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if cultural influences are suspected, the test may more profitably be 
used to compare children within the culture rather than across cul

tures. In this study, only intracultural courparisons were made.

There are some sucgestions about the very slight relationship of 
the intelligence scores to the performance on-the number tasks.

First, a narrow age range, six to eight years, was studied. There

fore, the concepts measured by the Drawing Test may not have been 
tapped in a group of children, who are merely beginning to value pic

torial repres^tations. Moreover, Harris^ sty^s that the value of 
the Drawing Test as "on index of intelligence is perhaps not quite so 
firm" as its objectivity and reliability. Finally, there were some 
cultural influences in children's drawings, particularly those child

ren from traditional homes, for which no credit ^•ras given. One such 
feature Jra.s the drawing of both full face and profile in one repre

sentation of the human face. A scoring device adapted to suit the 
needs of the Nigerian c\ilture may have produced a different result.

Implications for Education and Research

This study has demonstrated that Piaget’s theories can he fruit

fully en5)loyed in examining the development of Nigerian children’s 
thinking. The next sections suggest ways that Piaget's theory can be 

the education of young bhildren.further used in research

1 Dale B. Harris, Children’s dra;ri.ngs as measiures of intel- 
lectufiT- matiarity. p. 36» •

V
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Reconnendations for Educetion
There \s no doubt that children make a transition trom an intui

tive to an operational node of thinking about problems. The pace of 
transition is slower in the Nigerian sarcple than in other samples 
studied in western countries. As Alsy and associates^ report, the 
ability to conserve is related to reading readiness and other aspects 
of school achievement. Therefore, it might be desirable to help ‘ . 
children to make the shift from intuitive to more mature forms of 
thinking at on earlier age, particularly, as th^^ is an urgency in 

. training personnel to meet the country's manpower needs.
A modification in instructional methods can help the Nigerian 

children to the transition more efficiently. A report of a
commission in Western Nigeria, gives one of the causes for the 
"lamentahly” low standard of education in the primary schools as the 
teacher's lad; of professional "skill (the professional 'know-how*) s 
to a;raJ;en a child’s interest in what is being taught and to kindle in 
his pupils a love of learning."^

According to Piaget's theory, the action of the individual is 
crucial to the development of operational thinking. Therefore, the 
teachers should make provisions for individual experimentation and 
direct manipulation of np.terials. Unfortunately, teaching is still

/

^ Mime Almy, E. Chittenden & P. Miller, Young children's 
thinking: studies of some aspects of Piaget's theory. New York: Tea^- 
ers College Press, Teachers College,~Columbia Univ^., I966.

^ attract from the report of the commission appointed to review 
the educational system of VIestern Nigeria, December i960 to January 
1^1, Teaching as a profession. In L. G. Covan, J. O'connel & D. G. 
Scanlon (Eds.), Education and nation building^ yrica. New York: 
Frederick A. Eraeger, Publishers, 1955. PP» 3ti4-3h5.
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formal in most primary schools, and the practice is reinforced hy he- 
liefs in the cultiire, which re<iuire that children "should be seen, 
not heard." The ejrtreme reserve of children during the interviews, 
especially those from traditional homes, may have been one of the 
outcomes of such beliefs. It must be mentioned that children from 
the modern homes tend to have greater freedom of expression at home

and in their schools.

Piaget's theory contends that thought is not yet free from its 
concrete contest even in the stage of concarete^^rations. Children 
still need concrete ob;jects to buttress their judgments. Thus, an 
ample amount of different ejects, especially those that could be 
procured inexpensively in the localities, should he made available 
in the classrooms. The children could use such materials to practice 
grouping “fend serial ordering, sometimes^ with instructions from'the 
teacher.

Children need to manipulate objects but they also need to e:^ress 
themselves verbally. As indicated in an earlier chapter, the verbal 
explanations of the children’s behavior showed up not only limitations 
in their thinking, but also, the actual sources of error. Interviews

along the lines Bx:iggested by Piaget, should help the teacher to realize

that children are at different stages of conceptual development. This

increased understanding of individual differences is bound to affect

her teaching.

So far, the method of instruction has been considered, but Piaget's 
notion of stage sequencing, which was also validated in this study, 
has relevance for what children ought to 'fee taught. Many discussions 
on the improvement of curricula, have considered what concepts children
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should be taught in the different classes and hov best these concepts 
can be arranged to natch the conceptual level of the pupils. Himt^

attaches great importance to the effectiveness of teaching that is
properly toned, that is, t/hen the child is ready to rove from one 
level of organizing information to another. But, as he points out, 
such timing is pedagogically difficult. Karplus^ has adopted what 
might prove to be. an in^jortant p.pproach in the teaching of plysical 
concepts; The method emphasizes pupil activity and a hierarchical 

In other words, thei^^seems to be an im

plicit belief that children can be taught physical concepts, pre

viously considered too difficult for then, if these are presented in

organization of concepts.

an ordered series.
In the large Nigerian classes, it will be difficult for the 

teacher to present material precisely when each child is ready to make 
the shift, even if she did know when it would occur. However, teach

ing could take place in small, flexible groups, organized by the tea

cher, on the basis of careful assessments of abilities and rates of
development within her class. Also, such teaching could not only be 
anchored at a very concrete level, but could be arranged to repeat 
irgjortant concepts. Specific instructions within the different 
disciplines on some of the more basic concepts, e.g., grouping,

^ ordering, and such like, c^ld be encouraged.

^ J. McV. Hunt, Intelligence and exnerience. New York: Ronald 
Press, 1961. .

^ Robert Karplus, The science curriculum ic^irovement study. In 
Richard E. Ripple and Verne N.* Rockcastle: (Eds.), Piaget rediscovered: 
g report of the conference on cognitive s^dies _ _ _
development. Ithaca: School of Educ., Cornell Uhiver., Kurcb,
1964. Pp.113-118.

and curriculum
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It vill be recalled that an external examination is given at the 
end of the prinary school course. Much of the teaching in the upper 
classes of the primary schools is directed tovrard passing this examina

tion. There are no other objective measiures of the children's ability 
and achievement. Therefore, the teacher7*\ho arms herself with some 
of Piaget's tasks, has at her disposal, useful tools for assessing the 
progress of the pupils. Besides, she might be convinced of the need 
for improving the child’s approach to problems rather than the current 
practic/ of teaching specific details for the examination.

So much has been said about the role of the teacher that it is 
necessary to consider some aspects of the training of teachers. First 
of all, the academic background of many of the teachers is inademoate. 
It may, thus, be difficult for them to read Piaget's accounts, select 
and use relevant tasks. Therefore, they need some measure of training 
and help with the theory and practical demcnstrations of the interview 

Part of this training necessarily involves a way of looking 
at children. They are not "little irtse men"; they are different from 
adults not- only in size but in their approach to problems; they ere 
not vessels into which knowledge can be poured but are actively engaged 
in interpreting their world.

In conclusion, Piaget’s notions can be used as the basis for 
iiq>roving instructional methods, assessing children’s abilities and 
for providing teachers with the much needed philosophy of teaching.

methods.

Implications for Research
This study has provided some infomatipn about research in Eigerian 

children's thinking, but many questions are raised.
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The children in lUgeria show a lag in the developaent of more 

mature forms of thinking, as measured with Piaget’s instruments. What 
does such a lag entail? Does it mean that the children who attain the 
abilities studied at a slower pace, cannot.be trained to "catch up" 
vithjthe faster ones, or to attain the level of functioning expected 
for their maturational stage? Do these children compensate in the 
personal, social and emotional aspects of development for the slowness 
in the cognitive areas?

PiageiJ's contention that conservation and^her logical abilities 
develop concia*rently has on3^ been partially upheld. It was suggested 
that maturation allows for the capacity, and experiences influence the 
level of development of each ability. If such is the case, adeouate 
training should smoothen out the uneveness in level of understanding 
of the different abilities.

Finally, there was an observation that children from the tradition

al homes performed more poorly than children from modern homes. The 
main difference betvreen the groups is in the amount of modernizing in

fluences to which they are exposed. Further research could analyze -the 
aspects of these modernizing influences that aid the development of 
thinking. On the other hand, information could be collected on the 
specific cultural beliefs and practices that inhibit the development 
of thinking. In this regard, the observation that the traditional

mij^ed schools, performed better than other tra-children attending the 
ditional children, is relevant. More inforroation coiad be provided. 
Schools could be carefully graded according to their teaching pro

cedures, educational facilities they prov^e, teaching philosophy, and

the performance of children within each category examined.
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•> VI—SUIidARY

The aims of this study irere to^^^end Piaget^s research and'to 
examine the relevance of Piaget’s theories to aspects of Nigerian

education.

Piaget's theory of cognitive developmentj and particularly, 
number concept vere discussed. It *vra,s noted that Piaget's main ala 
is to uncover characteristics of mental struaQires in different stages 
of development. There ere three such stages, nemeJy^ the sensori

motor stage, the stage of concrete*operations, in vhich age seven is 
an important milestone and, the period of formal operations during
which thought is most mobile and systematic.

It->v;as pointed out that Piaget regards number concept as another 
aspect of logical thinMng, Thus, the stages found in investigations 
of logical thinlcing are also to be found in the development of number 
concept. Moreover, the logical abilities of seriation and classifica

tion are essential for a true understanding of number. These are said 
to develop side by side. In dealing -vrith the yroblens testing the 
understanding of these concepts, children manifest two strategies.
The intuitive approach entails a centering on one aspect of the problem 
and a reliance on perceptiial features. The operational child, on the 

tionship between objects.other,hand, considers
The present study employed a standardized, individual interview

I'schedule based on Piaget’s tasks to investigate a series of questions
in a grotq) of Nigerian children.
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Subjects were 110 Nicerian children from traditional and modem 
homes, which were selected on the basis of the educational level of the 
mothers. The children were six to eight years old, from the first 
three classes of seven elementary schools. The schools were classified
on the basis of whether their pupils came from the more modern or the 
more traditional sectors of the Ibadan community. Three categories
were used. Only children who spoke Yoruba as their mother tongue

were included in the san^le. 
of the irfformation collected by means of pers^al data sheets.

The Goodenough-Harris Drawing Test was used as a measure of the 
intellectual matvirity of the subjects. This test and the number tasks 
were administered to the subjects in their schools.

Four questions were raised in the study. The first question re

nted to'Piaget’5 contention that conservation, seriation and classifica

tion developed concurrently. Another question examined the relationship 
of the development of number concepts to intelligence, as measured by 
the Draw-a-Man Test. The performances of children from modern and 
traditional,h6aes were compared in an attempt to examine the effect 
of experience on the development of number concepts. Also, sex 
differences were examined.

Initial screening was done on the basis

r

There were nine subtests, four on conservation, three on seriation 
and ordination, and tw on/classification problems. Data were analyzed 
on the basis of patterns-^f performance.

In the main, Piaget’s theories vrere upheld in the Nigerian sample. 
Analyses showed, that the simultaneous development of conservation, 
seriation and clnssjLfication was only paj^ially upheld. There was

/
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slight relationship between intelligence and the performance on the
number tasks. The children from modern homes performed better than
those from traditional homes. Slight sex differences were noted 'vath
the boys showing an advantage at ages six and seven and the girls per

forming Just as well as the boys at eight years of age.
The results of the study were discussed in relation to the effect

of experience as highlighted by performance in a different cultural 
setting, and also, in relation to the different backgrounds of the 
children fro'm modern and traditional homes. Children's e^lanations 
were also examined. It was noted that Piaget's methods could be 
fruitfully employed in Nigeria, iiaplications of.Jihe findings for 
research were discussed, and recommendations were made about improve- 

. ment of instructional and assessment methods in the Nigerian schools. 
Piaget’s notions could even be used as a basis for a philosophy of

^ teaching.
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Airoendix A

Interview Schedule

PAKT I--C0HSEHVATIC1N

1, Orientation (put out 11 blocks)

A. Here are soae blocks (igi)...I am Going to put them on the 
table ...like this (place blocks in a raw in front of 
child). That is your row of blocks. Here are sone more 
blocks...(take 8 blocks from the box on the table), I aa 
going to put them on the table too. This is my row of 
blocks. ARE THERE JUST AS 1-lAHY BLOCKS III l-lf ROT AS III YOUR 
ROT? (push box to;:ard child). You take soae more blocks 
and make my rov; have just as many blocks as your row,

B. (remove one block from child’s row)

How I am going to put one of these blocks in the box.

VJHAT ABOUT HCSI?

(HAVE YOU GOT JUST AS MANY BLOCKS AS I HAVE?)

(IS THERE AlIY ROT THAT HAS MORE BLOCKS?)

C. (return the one block)

■ ™T ABOUT HOT?

(ARE THERE JUST AS

(IS THERE A]IY ROT THAT HAS MORE BLOCKS?)

D. (remove U’o blocks from inter’ri.ewer*s row)

UHAT ABOUT HOT?

(HAVE YOU GOT JUST AS MA17Y BLOCKS AS I HAVE?)

tlY BLOCKS m THE TWO ROWS?)
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(ABB THERE WORE BLOCKS IN Alff OF THE ROtJS?) 

E. (return the t^ro blocks)

\fHAT ABOUT WCW?

2. Itests

A. (bunch the blocks in interviewer's row i.e. blue blocks) 
Now I an going to do this to ray blocks. 'VJHAT ABOUT HOT? 
(HAVE YOU GOT JUST AS 1-IANY BLXKS AS I HAVE?) .

IS THERE ANY ROT THAT HAS MORE? If j^ld says 'tot sene" 
ask I-JHICH IS MORE?

W DO YOU TAimi SO? ' '

Match both rows of blocks again.

B. (spread out blocks in child's row i.e. red blocks)

. VJHAT ABOUT NOT? (HAVE YOU GOT JUST AS HA!>IY BLOCKS AS I 
HAVE?) IS THERE AJIY ROT OHAT HAS MORE? If child says 
"not sane," ask VJHICH IS MORE?

VHY DO YOU THINK SO?

C. (put, a\'reiy all blocks except 8)

NcrtJ I an going to leave these blocks on the table ...like 
then quickly

I VrANT YOU TO TAKE JUST AS MAI^Y BLOCKS AS I HAVE ON THE

this...arrange

TABIE. HAVE YOU 
TELL ME HOW YO^ID IT?

D. (put out 10 paper cups)

Count how many cups I have on the table. HCiJ MANY?

I an going to give you sene noqey and I want you to buy the 
cups from me. VIhen you buy with one penny, I will give you

JUST AS MANY BLOCKS AS I HAVE?
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one cup.

(Alter exchange, pile up cups and pennies)

CAl-T YOU HEUj KIIHOUT COUUTIUG HOT MANY CUPS YOU HAVE BOUQET?

HOT DO YOU KNOT?

PANT II—5ER1AT10N AND ORDDIATIOH

1. Orientation

AA, (put out 5 blochs randoaly)

I made houses from these blocks. HAVE YOU SEEN BIOCKS 
LIKE THESE BEFORE? DO YOU SOJETD-ES PUY VriTH THEM?

Let us take these tvo (sfe and #4), they loolt alil:e but 
is a little bigger than the other.

GAIT YOU TELL I-E WHICH ONE IS BIGGER? (encourage the child 
to slide the blocks together) ...Alter child has decided 
which one is bigger, place the smaller one to the left of 
Interviewer and the larger to the right.

B, (present block #3)

\ihere shall we put this one...IS IT THE BIGGEST OITE AiiD GOES 
HERE, OR THE SI.IALIEST CSra AND GOES HERE OR DOES IT GO HERE 
HT THE l-IIDDLB?

C, (similarly present blocks #1 and 
UHEPi: SHALL Vffi FUTyS^JI?

Now we have arranged then from the smallest to the 
biggest... Baba has the biggest house, Mama has the one 
that is next to it and the little baby has the smallest one.

one

0
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2. Tests

A. (siciple one rcr./ seriation—houses)

Place seven houses on the table.

HOW I HAIIT you TO ARRAHOS THS HOUSES IN ONE IINE, like we

• did dust nov;, FRCS-I THE SMAIIEST TO THE BIGGEST ONE. 
B. (matched seriation—traders and bags of beans)

Place 7 dolls on the table, in a scrambled sinner ...I KANT

YOU TO ARRANGE THESE PSOPIS FROl-I THE BIGGEST TO THE SMAUESTn
QI'JE. You may put the biggest one here and the smallest one 
over there ...The men are going to carry these bags of beans 
(init out 7 bags of beans) to the market. The biggest man 
carries the biggest bag .llffl-? AERAIJGS THE BAGS OP BEANS SO 
THAT THE BIGGEST 1-IAN CARRIES THE BIGGEST BAG AlH) THE 
Sl-iALIEST MAIJ CARRIES THE SI-IALIEBT MG, (if the child does 
not arrange them correctly, the "I” arranges them in order 
of magnitude BIPERCEPTIBIY).

C, (ordination)
Let'-ns count and mal:e sure that there are still 7 aen and 
7 bags of beans, (Encourage the child to count.) The 
3 smallest men are not going to the market today beca-use 
they are not strong enough (or well enough). SHOW l-E THOSE 

. {YJ OTO KAN—touch THEM)THAT WILL GO
SHOVnC THE FIFTH MAH.
If they are all, all of them now, (indicating ivith a hand 
gesture) going to the market, I know that the biggest man 
likes to walk in front ...SHOW ME THOSE THAT VniL FOLKW
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THS SEVHraH 1-IAII. Ha-f liAIIY 0? THQI? (encourage child to 
touch then) Push the bags together so that Sr3 is before 

but ^7 is still in front of ...Then lift S}r3 
fOCTJard slightly and asl: ...SHOT IIS VJKOSS BAG OF BEAIIS I 
HAVE LIFTED (Gbe—taken). (VJHICH MAH WELL CARHr THIS BAG 
OF BSAI^S?)

EABT III—CIASSIFICATIOH

1. Orientation (put out 3 circular, 3 triang^ar and 3 rectangular 
blocks. 2 of each are painted red vhile the third 
block in each set is white.)

A. Here are sone bloclis different in shape and color, some are
red, some are white; sone are like tall buildings, some are 
jround as the noon, and some are like small hotises. I WANT
you TO PUT ALL THOSE .THAT ARE AUKE TOGETHER.
Encourage the child to handle and sort the blocks. 

B. (remove the Vectangular blocks)
Look at the blocks I noi: have on the table. ARE THERE MOKE •

I-nUTE BLOCKS, MORE RED BLOCKS OR ARE THBy JUST THE SAME 
HUI'IBSR? Count them if you \/ant to. If necessary, encourage 
the'child to separate white and red blocks.

2. Testa

A, (put out 3 birds, 3 crocodiles, 3 ducks, 3 horses; one of
each is painted in the following colors: yellcnr, pink, white.)
Here are many animals that you kno\/—horses, ducks, birds,
crocodiles. I YOU TO PUT ALL THOSE THAT ARE ALIKE
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lOGEIHER. After the child has arranged them, ask, ARE AIL 
"iHOSB THAT ARE AUKE HI THE SAl-E PIACE? If answer is "ho," 
repeat PUT ALL THOSE THAT ARE ALIKE TOGETHER. W HAVE YOU 
PUT THEM m THESE (whatever the number of groups child 
made) GROUPS?

B. (put out on the table 5 red and 5 white, hard plastic 
chickens)

Here are some red and white chickens. Ito you know what 
they are made of? Touch them and see. (encourage child 
to handle as cany of the chickens as possible.) If child 
does not suggest a name for the material with which the 
chickens are made, tell hiia, ’'they are all made of okuta, 
(hard materiel like stoneO" SHOW PSE ALL THE RED CHICKENS. 
HOW MAHY?
SHOT m ALL THE V-UHTS CHICKENS'! HCW HAHY?
SHOT m ALL THE PLASTIC (substitute appropriate name) 
CHICKENS. ARB THERE MORE WHITE CHICKENS, MORE RED CHICKENS 
OR ARE THEY JUST THE SAliE NUl-IEER?
WHY DO YOU THINK SO?

CHICKENS, MORE PLASTIC CHICKENS OR AREARE THERE MORE VIHIT3

THEY JUST THE SAIffi NUMBER?

WHY DO YOU THINK SO?

V
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Appendix B

Recording Interview

Code No,____ ^ late

Irene of child_

Agesex •T
School

Class

RecorderInter'/iewer

Taped intferview?___

Len^h of interview^

Time of day_

Other' Child’s fluency in Yoruha: fluent
Child’s attitude & other ccemnents:
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PAST I^-COrrSERVATION

(^ientation

Child understood throughout
Prompting needed before child understood
Doxdjtful child ever understood
Other

Tests

A. (bunched blocks) 
VJhat about no^^?

5 'tore"Same I more

VIhy do you think so?

Other

B. (blocks spread out)

What about ncnr?

S 'bore"Same I more

V/hy do you thinlt so?

Other

C.
Correct patternNumber taken

Method child used
/Affirmation

Tell me how you did it;?^

Other __________

D. (ciros and seeds) 
How many _______ After exchange, number given

How do you know?
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EABT II--SKRIATI0H AI1D QRDHIATION

Orientation

(Thltd understood throughout
Prcapting needed before child understood
Doubtful child ever understood _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Other

Have you seen these before
Do you sometimes play irLth them?

Tests

Smallest correctA. Biggest correct
OtherMethodITos. 2 & 3 correct^

Nos. 4 & 6 correct^ OtherMethod

OtherMethodHo. 5 correct

B. (dolls and traders) 
No. of dolls correct^ 
No. of bags correct_

OtherMethod

OtherMethod

C. Shwr me those that will

OtherNo. correct

Other5th man

' OtherFollov;er's correct

How many
V

OtherBag taken away, correct
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PAR? m^-CIASSIFICATION

Orientation

Understood throughout training _ _ _ _ _

Procroting needed before child understood
Doubtful child ever understood
Other

Tests /i
A, (sorting—animals)

Shape
s

llo, 'of gro\^s_ColorType,

Other

OtherAffimation

Why

B* (inclusive relations)
All the red ones, correct 
All uhite ones, correct _ 
All plastic, correct _ _

Other

Other

Other •

More red SameMore \rhite

Other

7Why
7

Samemore plastics.More white
Why

Other
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Appendix C

Personal Data Sheet

Kane of child
Sex

rate of birthAge nSchool
s

Mother's occupation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Where does nother Tforlc? ........................................................

What is last class nother passed in school? . . . .

VThat lan2:i’aGe does child speah in school? . . . . .

What language* does child speal: at hone? . . . . . . .

Hov; does child usually spend his tine ai^ter school?

Where does child live? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

VJhat types of play materials does child use (a) at hone .. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  (b) in school

SistersHow many brothers
does child have?
Are any brothers and sisters -older than child attending school?

How many?
About how many people live in the sane house with the child?

V.
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Appendix D

Instructions for Categorizing Interview Data
PART 1—CONSERVATION

There is an orientation section, which might be useful if the 
recording on the tests is unclear. Initially, the four tests in part 

scored separately but the final category will be determined byone are
the-child*s pattern of performance in the section. Numerals 2, 1, 0 
and an * are used to denote the categories described below.

A
Orientation

2Understood throughout 
Pronroting needed before child understood - 1
Doubtful that child ever understood 
Insiifficient evidence

0*

Tests A & B (score separately)

In A and B, does the child maintain the notion that a rearrange
ment of blocks does not alter the original number and equivalence of 
the tTO sets of blocks? Can he adequately explain why this is so?

2Definitely conserving
Child whose record indicates a "same" response is put

group except his explanation falls into the "g" and "h" categories,
in which case, he is' classified with the partial conservers.
Categorize explanations as follows;^
a. use of counting and number e.g., "because there are 11 here and 11 

there.”

b. reference to previous correspondence, e.g,, "because they were 
equal before you (bunched them."

(spread theVout."
c. reference to observed action or present arrangement, e.g., "be

cause you didn't take any away," "you only bunched yours."
d. reference to reversed situation, e.g., "if you arrange these in a 

straight line, they ^ri.11 be the Sane."

in this

V

1 It is permissible to look for explanation under another section 
if scorer feels that reason given does not fall into any of the cate
gories listed.
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e. -reflecting appearance vs. reality, e.g., "it looks longer but they
are really the sane."

f. reference to two dlmesnions of the problem, e.g., "this is merely 
bunched and the other is in a straight line."

Partially conseiving
Cbild who initially indicates that there are "more" or that the 

two sets of blocks are "not the same" on the first question but shifts 
to "sane" when asked to identify which

Also, child who gives "sane" response to "what about novr question, 
does not shift on the second question but whose explanation does not 
shov; that he really understand that this is so.

1

is more.

jiCategorize explanations as-follows:

g. expressing conviction, e.g., "I know that they are ecual" or singity 
"they are eo.ual," without indicating why they are equal.

"no reason."h. expressing inability to explain, "I don't know,"

Por other explanations, look under categories for conservers end
nonconservers.

Definitely not conserving
Child's response indicates that he thinks the two sets of blocks have 
become different in number, "they are not the sane," "I have more, 
end orientation section record shows that he understood. T 
to the "why" question, child's explanation relates to the appearance 
of things generally.

.0

In response

Categorise explanations as follows:
"because there are 13 here and 11a. use of counting and number, e.g., 

there."

"twob. reference to observed action or present arrangenant, 
were taken out of nine," "you took some of yours," 
together,"

f, reference to two dimension^of the problem, e.g., "this is round 
iid the other is in a straight line." Rote: "nine is longer and 
red," does not belong here. The score, in that case, would be a 
combination of "i" and "j."

. merely expressing conviction, e.g., "I know that this is more," 
"I have more."

e.g.>
you put nine

S
V

h. expressing -inability to explain, e.g., "I don't know," "no reason,"
"nothing."
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i. focus' on only one aspect of the problem, e.gt, "these are red," 
"they are many."

Insufficient evidence
Children who nahe no response at all or whose records contain 

little end unclear information that cannot be categorized. If child’s 
response to the "what about now" question can be categorized, then he 
does not belong here. If such a child does not respond to the 
part, then his explanation subscript is omitted.

second

Test C
. Here, the observer’s record (witten against "method child used") 

is only used if the child's explanation is not clear. Disr^ard 
description on correctness of pattern.y Look for the ability to make 
a set corresponding in number to the given model - an arrangement of 
eight blocks.

definitely conserving
a. Child picks 8 blocks and on the second chance he is given, maintains 

that he has an equivalent number. In his description of procedure, 
he shovra evidence of counting or copying the pattern, e.g., 
two, three, three to match the numbers in your rows," "I arranged ■ 
then like yours."

b. Child who takes 7 or 9 and in the second chance he is given, corrects 
his error and is able to describe procedure as indicated in the 
previous paragraph.

Partially conserving
a. Child vrho takes 7, 8, 9' and maintains both on first and second 

chance that he has the correct number but is unable to describe 
adeauately how he did it, e.g,, "I got them from the box like you 
did.'"

2

"I took

1

jO
b. Child vho takes much more or less than the number required initially 

but on the second chance, he discovers his error and takes 8 irres- 
:pective of description given. Include here, those v;ho take 8 and 

give a response such as that "no reason."
Definitely not conserving
a. who cannot either on the first or the second trials take the 

correct number of blocks.

b. Also, child whose descriptions seem irrelevant.
Insiifficient evidence

No response could be elicited from the child and information on

0

*
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protocol is too little to place child in ai^ of the other categories. 
If the child failed to respond to the desctiption alone and his other 
response can be categorized in £iny of the other sections, then he does 
not belong here.

Test D
Does the child's ability to count have any influence on his abi- 

3J.ty to conserve? After a "provoked" one-to-one correspondence, does 
the child maintain an equivalence of the numbers or does.he depend 
on the appearance of the objects for his answers?
Definitely conserving
a. Can count up to 10 and give same nxiaber arrived aboriginally after 

the exchange has been made.
Also, the e:^lanation indicates that the nuzchers have not changed, 

"they are still 10," "I counted them before," "when you gave me one 
cup, I gave you one penny.

b. Children who count 9 or 11, if there appears to be a mistake in c: 
counting may be included here if the number given in the counting 
section is retained z .. er the exchange"!

The ejqjlanation is as indicated in "a."

2

£Partially conserving
a. Children who count but "forget" the number arrived at originally 

and assert that there are "just as many," after exchange.
b. Child who says 9> 10, 11 before and after exchange ;rf.thout being 

able to explain why. Include here those who respond correctly but 
give a "nothing" or "no reason" explanation, or merely assert 
equality of numbers.

Definitely not conserving 0

a. Children vdio cannot count to 10, who assign numbers to cups in- 
butappropriately or name numbers

give any number tw less or. two more than 10.in an incorrect order. Children

1b. Children who give different nximbers for the questions before and 
after the exchange.

c. Children whose explanations seen Irrelevant and they did not respond 
correctly on the coxinting section.

Insufficient evidence *
Records incomplete. Child refuses to respond or uses gesture language.
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PART II—SSiaATIOK /J-Z> ORDITo\TlON

Does th6-ehild understand hov to coordinate a senes o: relation
ships when several ohjccts arc cosipared? ?or instanee, aoes he real- 
iL that the hloch ^3 is bicser tha.n f>2 but siaaller tnan Can he

nuraerical order of the objects so arranged.keep to the

Orientation

2
Understood throughout _
Prosipting needed before child unaerstood 
Doubtful that child ever understoou 
Insufficient evidence

1
0

Tests A and B (separate score for each test) /i
2

Definitely seriating
*misplacements irrespective-of method used.Child makes no
1

Partially seriating
Child mate= teo nispliicenents, i.e.. ii' dvo adjacend dh3e=ts 

interchanced (records nay indicate o or 5 correc.) .rre.pecvive
are
of method used*

In B, child who makes correct placements either on the traders' 
row or on the ofmelh^d ufed.
Tharisrif Se score is seven correct in one of the rows 
ShL sJore on the scconu row. Also, six or five correct In oo.h 
rows, irrespective of method.

0
Definitely not seriating

than two misplacements irrespective oi method used.
More

Insufficient pvidence
Child does not perform the 
unclear.

*

task and the records are definitely
/

y
Test C

chock the four responses as a, b, c, d separately. VHiere 

give thj correct number, six.
e.g., 
child has to
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DefiniiBly ordiJiating 2

e. All responses correct.
b. I/ast response correct and two other responses.
Partially ordinatlng

Last question incorrect butLast response and one other correct, 
a, b, 0 correct.

0Definitely not ordinating
Last response and at least one other incorrect.

/ A *Insufficient evidence
Incomplete records. No response from child at all.

PART III—CLASSIFICATION

Here, the interest is in,whether the child can form logical 
groups and understand inclusive relations such as a set of white 
chickens being part of a larger set of plastic chickens.

4
Orientation

■ 2Understood throughout
Prompting needed before child understood 
Doubtful that child ever understood 
Insufficient evidence

1
0

N *

/
ITest As

2Definitely able to sort

Child uses a single, observable criterion to group objects, 
color, type, shape. If child sorts on the basis of color, there 
should be three groupsj if type, there Bho\ild be foiir groups.
That is whatever the criterioy, the sorting must be consistent 
with only that criterion. /

b. Also, for explanation, child shows an understanding that members 
of each group share a similar property, e.g.', "these are all the 
same color," or else, child explains how the groups differ. "There 
are ducks here, horses, birds and crocodiles" is an exanple. Par
tially correct explanations, e.g., "they areHhe same" or "there 
are three in each group" to be included here.

a.
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1Partially able to sort
Child able to sort completely using one observable criterion btrt 
vhen asked for affirmation, he shifts to another criterion, e.g., 
type—four groups.
Child vho is able to sort but cannot adequately verbalize the 
basis for sorting, e.g., "yo^ asked me to do it.'' '

Sorting not quite clear but reason is explicit, e.g,, "they are 
different animals in each grov^."
Child unable to sort on the first attenpt but sorts properly on 
the second chance, irrespective of explanation given.

a.

b.

c.

d.

/I 0Definitely unable to sort
Child resirands hut makes no ohservahlly logical groups at aU and 

does not give what seems like a logical reason for action, or gives 
no reason at all.

*Insufficient evidence
Ho response and the records unclear.

Test B
t

First check the identification responses to find out whether the
child understands and can identify each of the groups—red, white,
plastic—used in later questions.
Definitely understands inclusive relations
a. Groups correctiy identified and
b. Child states that groups of white and red chickens are equivalent 

because he counted them or "they are five each." And
*

c. Child understands that there are more plastic than white chickens
with an adequate explanation such as, "they are all plastic but 
only five are white." /

Partially understands inclusive gelations
a. Groups correctly identified and
b. Child gives "same" response for the question on red end white 

chickens and can explain his Judgment. Also, such a child 
vacillates between "same" and "more" response, on the inclusive 
relations question, irrespective of explanation given.

2

\

1
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c. child v:ho correctly answers the other questions, asserts "more" 
for inclusive relation question hut cannot adequately ex
plain his judgnent.

d. child who gives "same" answer to the last two questions hut whose 
explanations indicate an awareness that the red and white are 
equal, but the plastics are more than either subgroup, whatever 

, e.g., that there are "more" because the 
"seme sound.”the cue the child uses 

chickens all have the
0Definitely does not understand inclusive relations 

a. child's identification responses correct and
b. child gives "sane" response to the last two questions w'ithout 

adequate explanations. Child who responds eorrectly^^dien asked 
about the comparison of red and white chickens but is *ccn^letely 
unable to imderstand either in reply to the inclusion question 
or in explanation that the plastic chickens are more than the 
white.

c. child asserts "more" vjhite or red and also does not correctly 
respond to the question on inclusion.

Insufficient evidence *

Child who makes no response at all or vrhose-record is unclear 
so that he cannot be Justifiably included in any of the other 
categories. Child whnse record on the orientation indicates that 
he did not understand and such a child could not identify the groups 
of chickens.

\
J

V.f
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Appendix E

Table 14

Seriation and Ordination Abilities Revealed
by Children Reared in Modern Homes

Seriating on B Hot Seriating on B TotalPerformance on Task
A14 51Seriating on A 37

• 440Rot Seriating on A
18 5537Total

Ordlnating on C Hot Ordinating on C Total

34 5117Seriating on A ,

440Not Seriating on A
38 55Total 17

Ordinating on "C Not Ordinating on C Total

3717 20Seriating on B
18 Ifl0Not Seriating on B
38 55Total 17
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• Table 15
Seriation and Ordination Abilities Revealed 
by Children Reared in Traditional Homes

>

TotalHot Seriating on BPerformance on Task Seriating on B
16 35Seriating on A 19

18 202Hot Seriating on A
3U 5521Total

TotalOrdinating on C Hot Ordinating on C
26 359Seriating on A

20173Hot Seriating on A
43 5512Total

TotalHot Ordinating on COrdinating on C
8 2113Seriating on B

34U 30Hot Seriating on B
43 5512Total

)
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Table l6
Classification Abilities Revealed by Children

Reared in !-5oaern end Traditional Homes

Modern Group
Performance on Task Classifying on A Wot Classifying on A Total

Classifying on B 2 1 3

A34 18 52Hot Classifying on B

36Total 19 55

Traditional Group
2Classifying on B ^ 

Hot Classifying on B
2 0

28 25 53

25 55Total 30

)

\.
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Table 17

Relation of Conservation and Seriation Tasks—Modern Group

Seriating on A Kot Seriating on A TotalPerfomance on Task

y* 4 48Conserving on D
0Hot Conserving on D 7 7

4Total 51 55

Seriating on B Hot Seriating on B Total

4815Conserving on D 33

4 3 7Not Conservir-g on D
18 5537Total

Ordinating on C Hot 'Ordinating on C Total

4816 32Conserving on D
- 6 71Not Conserving on D

38 55Total 17

Seriating on A Not Seriating on A Total

300Conserving on C 
Not Conserving on C

30

4 2521

4 5551Total)
Seriating on B Not Seriating on B Total

309Conserving on C 21

16 259Not Conserving on C
18 5537Total

V.



Ta^le 17 cont.

Ordinating on C Not Ordinating on C TotalPerfonaance on Task
18 3012Conserving on C

2?205ITot Conserving on C

38 5517Total

Seriating on A Not Seriating Totalon A
26125Conserving on AB
2926 3Not Conserving on AB

4 5551Total

Seriating on B Not Seriating on B Total

6 26Conserving on AB 20

291217Not Conserving on AB
18 55■37Total

Ordinating on C Not Ordinating on C Total

26179Conserving on AB
8 2921Not Conserving on AB

38 5517Total
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Table 18
Relation of Conservation and Seriation Tasks—Traditional Gro\^

Seriating on A Hot Seriating on A Total-'Perfonaance on Task
451332Conserving on D
103 7Not Conserving on D
5520Total 35

Seriating on B Not Seriating on B Total
/iZ6 4519Conserving on D

S 102Hot Conserving on D
34 55

Ordinating on C Hot Ordinating on C Total

21Total

4510 35Conserving on D
102Hot Conserving on D

43 55Total 12

TotalSeriating on A Not Seriating on A

2821 7Consei*ving on C

Hot Conserving on C . l4 2713

552035Total

TotalSeriating on B Not Seriating on B
28 -1315Conserving on C

6 21 27Hot Conserving on C
34 5521!fotal

V,
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Table l8 cont.

Ordinating on C Hot Ordinating on C - TotalPerformance on Task
28199Conserving on C

24 273Not Conserving on C
43 5512Total

Seriating on A Not Seriating on A /^otal

14212Conserving on AB
411823Hot Conserving on AB
552035Total

Hot Seriating on B TotalSeriating on B
1477Conserving on AB
4414 27Hot Conserving on AB

34 5521Total

Ordinating on C Hot Ordinating on C Total

1495Conserving on AB
34 417Not Conserving on AB

a) 43 5512Total

\
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Table 19
Relation of Seriation and Classification Tasks—Modern Group

Performance on Tasks Classifying on A Not Classifying on A Total 
Seriating on A 
Not Seriating on A 

Total

1635 . 51

1 k3

36 19 55

Classifying on B Hot Classifying on B 
48

Total

Seriating on A 3 51

Not Seriating on A 40 4

Total 3 52 55

Classifying on A Not Classifying on A Total

Seriating, on B 27 10 37-

Not Seriating on B* 9 189

36Total 19 55

Classifying on B Not Classifying on B Total

Seriating on B 2 35 37

Not Seriating on B 1 1817

Total 553 52\
J Classifying on A Hot Classifying on A Total V

Ordinating on C 611 17

Not Ordinating on C 3825 13

Total 36 19 55

Classifying on B Not Classifying on B Total

Ordinating on C 161 17

'36Not Ordinating on C 2

• Total 3 52 55
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Table 20

Relation of Conservation and Classification Tasks—Traditional Group

• Performance on Tasks Classifying on A Not Classifying on A Total

4528 17Conserving on D
8 102Not Conserving on D

552530Total

TotalClassifying on B Not Classifying on B 
43 A 452Conserving on D
10 100Not Conserving on D

55532Total

TotalClassifi'ing on A Not Classifying on A
2818 10Conserving on C
271512Not Conserving on C

25 5530Total

TotalClassifying on 3 Not Classifying on B

28271Conserving on C
26 271Not Conserving on C

55532Total
[0 TotalClassifying on A Not Classifying on A

1459Conserving on AB
41’2021Not Conserving on AB
552530Total

TotalClassifying on B Not Classifying on B
14l40Conserving on AB
4l^392Not Conserving on AB
55532• Total
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